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Introduction

When U.S. News & World Report began its ranking of American colleges in 1983, 
publishers in other countries quickly followed with their own hierarchical measures, 
providing consumer information (and opportunities for institutional marketing) 

while attempting to impact the quality of higher education. In the course of the last two decades, 
higher education ranking systems and “league tables” (as they are referred to in the United 
Kingdom and elsewhere) have emerged in dozens of countries.1 These rankings are conducted not 
only by media in the private sector, but also by professional associations and governments. 

Over the decades since higher education rankings first appeared, numerous debates have surfaced 
about their methodologies, objectivity, impact on colleges and universities, and role in the 
structure of accountability within nations that use them. In recent years, as many countries have 
introduced tuition fees, and as tuition prices have escalated in the United States and elsewhere, 
rankings have been the focus of increased scrutiny. Although there has been significant research, 
especially in the United States, about the ways in which rankings might be improved, there has 
been less research on what other countries have been doing and how their ranking systems differ 
from U.S. rankings. In addition, there has been very little research on how rankings may impact 
students’ access to postsecondary education, their selection of particular colleges, and their paths 
to graduate from school and/or find employment.

Our goal for this monograph is to better understand the ways in which ranking systems function 
and how lessons learned from other countries that use higher education ranking systems might 
influence similar practices in the United States. Toward this end, this monograph chronicles recent 
efforts that have brought together rankers and researchers from around the world to study higher 
education rankings. The monograph includes three papers that were commissioned to examine 
various perspectives on rankings around the world and lessons they might provide for rankings in 
the United States.

Background on Rankings and League Tables 
Ranking approaches and systems, like higher education institutions, vary extensively and are often 
tied to the unique higher education context of a given nation. In general, however, each system 
or approach tends to include a similar, logical set of elements. First, data are collected, either 
from existing sources or from original surveys. Following this, the type and quantity of variables 
are selected from the information gathered. Next, the indicators are standardized and weighted 

1In general, when this report refers to “rankings,” we mean both rankings in the U.S. News sense of the term and what are 
known in Britain and elsewhere as league tables. We recognize, however, that the two terms are not precisely interchangeable; 
some of the differences are discussed in this monograph in the chapter “A Global Survey of Rankings and League Tables,” by 
Alex Usher and Massimo Savino.
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from the selected variables. Finally, calculations are conducted and comparisons made so that 
institutions are sorted into “ranked order.” 

Higher education rankings are often controversial and heavily debated in local, national, and, 
increasingly, international contexts. Whether or not colleges and universities agree with the various 
ranking systems and league table findings, however, ranking systems clearly are here to stay. 
Assuming that ranking systems will persist, it follows that we would want to determine how best 
they might be constructed. In other words, what types of performance indicators, procedures, 
and ethical considerations should be included in a conceptual framework or typology for higher 
education ranking systems? 

Current methodologies exhibit various strengths and weaknesses. Different rankings include 
indicators that students may overlook when considering an institution’s quality. These rankings 
allow institutions to distinguish themselves based on who they are and what they do for 
consumers of higher education. The competition sparked by rankings methodologies also has 
both strengths and weaknesses. Some will argue that competition indirectly improves overall 
quality in the higher education market. Others may argue that the same competitive forces skew 
institutional policies in ways that might cause college or university personnel to work against their 
own missions. 

Nevertheless, the inherent weaknesses of rankings methodologies often overshadow their 
strengths. In fact, the major flaw in rankings may be their continual changes in methodology. For 
instance, although institutions may not actually change in a significant way, ratings can fluctuate 
year-to-year as rankers change the weights assigned to different indicators. Likewise, many 
ranking systems produce a single number that summarizes the overall ranking of an academic 
institution. This practice makes it difficult for students to distinguish among institutions based 
on the characteristics they find most important. Additionally, much of the objective data used in 
the rankings are self-reported by the institutions. Continuing such a practice without external 
validation of data could lead to difficulties for rankings in the future, especially if institutions 
continue to perceive that rankings influence consumer behavior. 

Recent Efforts to Examine the Issues
The Institute for Higher Education Policy (IHEP) has been involved in the global dialogue about 
higher education rankings since 2002. IHEP has maintained its involvement in these conversations 
for a variety of reasons, including the potential links among rankings, institutional policies, and 
opportunities for underrepresented students to succeed in higher education.

In 2002, IHEP President Jamie P. Merisotis served as rapporteur at a ground-breaking 
international meeting convened to examine the “functioning” of higher education ranking systems 
and league tables. The meeting, held in Warsaw, Poland, and sponsored by the UNESCO European 
Centre for Higher Education (UNESCO-CEPES, headquartered in Bucharest, Romania), featured 
papers and presentations from, among other countries, Japan, Germany, Nigeria, Poland, the 
Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Some 40 participants from 12 
countries, representing journals that regularly publish rankings of higher education institutions 
and including top-level experts from national bodies and international governmental and non-
governmental organizations, discussed various issues related to rankings. One key outcome of the 
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meeting was that further work is needed to improve the conceptual frameworks, methodologies, 
and organizational aspects of college rankings. 

A follow-up meeting, held in December 2004 in Washington, D.C., was hosted jointly by 
UNESCO-CEPES and IHEP. That meeting included more than 20 leading experts from around 
the world who either conduct rankings or analyze those ranking systems. One outcome of that 
meeting was the establishment of an International Rankings Expert Group (IREG), composed 
largely of the participants in the Washington meeting. 

IREG held a third international meeting on rankings, in Berlin, Germany, in May 2006. That 
meeting was organized by the Centre for Higher Education Development (Centrum für 
Hochschulentwicklung) in Germany, UNESCO-CEPES, and IHEP. 

At the Berlin meeting, IREG participants—including representatives who work on the rankings 
published by U.S. News & World Report, the Times Higher Education Supplement in London, 
Die Zeit in Germany, Asahi Shimbun in Japan, and leading thinkers from Russia, China, the 
Netherlands, and other nations—met to discuss how ranking system methodologies might be 
enhanced in order to provide better and more detailed information to consumers. 

Participants in the Berlin meeting discussed ranking methodologies in various countries and 
lessons learned from the experiences of those countries. The meeting included an in-depth 
discussion of how ranking methodologies might be improved. In addition, participants discussed 
the fact that many ranking systems classify only a small percentage of institutions and fail to 
capture the diversity of institutions. Participants emphasized the differences among rankings, 
as well as the relationship between ranking systems and national goals in the context of an 
increasingly competitive global economy. (It was clear, for example, that many countries want to 
develop world class universities that will allow them to attract top faculty and contribute to their 
economic growth.) There was some agreement that privatization has increasingly turned higher 
education into a consumer good. 

The participants described controversies in their home countries when rankings were developed, 
especially reaction by colleges and universities and feelings that such a system is an alien concept. 
It was also noted that in some cases rankings have been useful to national governments in 
reforming higher education systems and promoting a culture of quality and transparency. In 
addition, participants observed, rankings may be useful to the colleges themselves in terms of 
benchmarking and strategic planning, and may be useful to students when there is a lack of 
publicly established criteria for quality. Nonetheless, participants noted that reactions to rankings 
depend on the context of individual countries, and may have unintended impacts on equality, 
institutional behavior, governance, and other issues.

An important outcome of the Berlin meeting was the development of a framework for the 
elaboration and dissemination of rankings that ultimately will lead to a system of continuous 
improvement and refinement of rankings systems. The Berlin Principles for good ranking 
practices (included as an appendix in this monograph) will be useful for the improvement 
and evaluation of rankings around the world as rankings practitioners continue to refine their 
methodologies. 
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The Berlin Principles include a number of recommendations for what rankings should and 
should not do, within a number of thematic areas: purposes and goals; design and weighting 
of indicators; collection and processing of data; and the presentation of rankings results. Some 
important suggestions include the following: 

■ Rankings can provide comparative information and improved understanding of higher 
education, but should not be the main method for assessing what higher education is and 
does; rather, they can complement the work of government, accrediting authorities, and 
independent review agencies. 

■ Rankings must recognize the diversity of institutions and take the different missions and 
goals of institutions into account. Quality measures for research-oriented institutions, for 
example, are quite different from those that are appropriate for institutions that provide 
broad access to underserved communities. 

■ The choice of methods used to prepare rankings should be clear and unambiguous. This 
transparency should include the calculation of indicators as well as the origin of data.

■ The choice of data should be grounded in recognition of the ability of each measure to 
represent quality and academic and institutional strengths, and not availability of data. In 
addition, rankings should measure outcomes in preference to inputs whenever possible. 
Measures of outcomes provide a more accurate assessment of the standing and/or quality of a 
given institution or program.

■ If weights are assigned to different indicators, rankings should note that prominently. 
Moreover, there should be only limited changes to such weightings. Changes in weights 
make it difficult for consumers to discern whether an institution’s or program’s status 
changed in the rankings due to an inherent difference or due to a methodological change. 
In addition, rankings should provide consumers with a clear understanding of all of 
the factors used to develop a ranking, and offer consumers a choice in how rankings are 
displayed.

■ And finally, rankings should apply measures of quality assurance to ranking processes 
themselves. These processes should take note of the expertise that is being applied to evaluate 
institutions and use this knowledge to evaluate the ranking itself. Rankings should be 
learning systems that continuously apply this expertise to develop methodology.

These principles address some of the ways in which rankings could be improved in order to better 
serve the needs of consumers, institutions, and governments. The principles should be kept in 
mind when examining the role and impact of rankings within the United States. 

Themes of this Monograph
To initiate discussion at the Berlin meeting, IHEP, in consultation with UNESCO-CEPES, 
commissioned three papers by leading independent analysts of higher education rankings from 
around the world. The authors presented their papers at the meeting. The papers were grouped 
around several themes:

■ The history and development of a major ranking system used in a specific nation (in this case, 
U.S. News & World Report in the United States), including the issues and challenges faced. Did 
the approach of the methodology achieve its purpose? 
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■ A framework for understanding ranking systems globally, including the key elements and 
types of rankings that exist around the world and how they are constructed. How do rankings 
differ among countries? Why are rankings growing in prominence and importance? 

■ The impact of rankings on higher education access, choice, and opportunity, especially for 
disadvantaged students. Have rankings contributed to a growing stratification within higher 
education systems?

These themes have implications for U.S. systems of rankings. The lessons learned from the global 
examples will shape the domestic debate and will likely then be applied to improve the different 
ranking methodologies used in the United States. In turn, the experiences of the United States as it 
changes and adapts to policy development may re-emerge to influence the global debate.

Summary of the Findings

The Development of the U.S. News Rankings

In the first chapter of this monograph, Alvin Sanoff, who served as managing editor of the 
rankings project at U.S. News & World Report for many years, outlines the history of the U.S. News 
rankings, including the succession of changes that have been made as a result of criticisms of the 
magazine’s rankings methodologies. 

According to Sanoff, the U.S. News rankings historically were a marketing device for the magazine. 
As the rankings grew to include more institutions, they also became more prominent in the media. 
Public demand for the rankings increased as the price of college grew and consumers wanted ways 
to differentiate among institutions. 

The emerging prominence of the U.S. News rankings resulted in a series of critiques and 
responses. An early criticism, for example, that the rankings should use a multi-dimensional 
approach, led to the addition or alteration of categories. Because critics noted that institutional 
“scores” gave the illusion of precision when many colleges were actually separated by miniscule 
amounts, the magazine began to round scores. When some colleges began to toy with data they 
submitted in order to increase their ranking, the magazine responded by tightening their data 
definitions and cross-checking it with other sources. 

Sanoff notes that as a result of these criticisms, the magazine has made its methodology more 
transparent and, with the help of dialogue with institutions, guidance counselors, and others, has 
modified its methodology over the years to try to improve it. To this end, the magazine has also 
met frequently with college officials and other stakeholders.

One lesson for the United States to draw from this chapter is that—as noted in the Berlin criteria—
it is important for ranking systems to reevaluate their methodologies periodically and note how 
rankings are perceived by their various audiences. In the case of U.S. News, even though the 
percentage of students attending the top institutions that the magazine ranks may be relatively small 
compared to the entire student population, there appears to have been a trickle-down effect into 
the rest of the U.S. higher education system, which has encouraged competition and reinforced the 
use of rankings as a perceived measure of quality. This increasingly competitive environment makes 
self-evaluation even more important. U.S. News has periodically updated its methodologies and 
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goals, often under pressure from institutions and consumers, and it is important to continue this 
pressure as the demand for institutional accountability increases. At the same time, it is important 
to recognize that most ranking systems are promulgated by the media, and their goals may conflict 
with national or state goals for accountability and postsecondary education opportunity.

Understanding Rankings Around the World

In the second chapter, Alex Usher and Massimo Savino review a number of rankings systems 
and league tables worldwide. These include the traditional national systems that rank colleges 
within a country against each other, as well as the new variation of rankings that rank colleges 
across national borders. All of these systems compare institutions across a range of indicators, 
in a manner similar to that used with performance indicators. In the case of league tables, the 
indicators are then turned into a “score” using a specific weighting scheme.

Usher and Savino explain the variation in data sources used to rank institutions, and the positives 
and negatives associated with each type of data—survey data; institutional data; and independent, 
third-party data (such as those collected by governments). The authors examine in depth the types 
of indicators used by ranking systems across the globe, and how indicators differ among countries 
yet are often similar within specific regions or cultures. They also explain how the combination of 
indicators used in each ranking system reflects the ranker’s view of “quality” for higher education 
institutions (and/or the lack of data to measure other indicators). Finally, they offer an example 
of a ranking system that does not use an overall score, but rather collects indicator data from 
individual departments, presents all of the indicators on a Web site, and allows consumers to 
choose their own weighting scheme. 

Overall, this chapter demonstrates that rankings are 
increasingly being used as a measure of quality, which may be 
defined in different ways and may be measured by a variety 
of indicators, depending on the perspective of a ranking’s 
creators. Thus, the goals of rankings systems may differ by 
region, by the higher education system’s stage of development, 
and by the entity conducting the ranking. Given the impact 
on the structure of higher education systems throughout 
the world, as well as their role as a tool of accountability, it 

is essential to think about rankings within the context of national goals—should the rankings’ 
visions of quality become the de facto measure of accountability in the eyes of consumers as well 
as governments? Consumers and governments may define quality or accountability differently. 
This potential dissonance should be a part of the public debate, leading to agreement on valid 
measures of success. This potential agreement could then affect decisions on the kinds of data 
colleges and governments should collect on an annual basis to substantiate claims of success.

The Impact of Rankings on Higher Education Access, Choice, and Opportunities

In the third chapter, Marguerite Clarke examines the impact of rankings on student access to 
higher education, choice of institution, and opportunities after graduation, especially for students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds. Her findings show that access may be threatened by rankings in 
certain circumstances—by creating incentives, for example, for schools to recruit students who will 
maintain or enhance their position in the rankings. Such practices in the United States contribute 
to the stratification of the higher education system and, in turn, encourage such institutional 

Given the impact on the structure 
of higher education systems 
throughout the world, it is essential 
to think about rankings within the 
context of national goals.
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policies as early admission decisions, merit aid, and tuition discounting. Clarke finds that these 
consequences, along with the increasing expenditures to meet consumer demands for dorms, 
technology, and facilities, converge to the detriment of disadvantaged students. She also notes that 
similar stratification related to rankings is occurring in other countries with diversified higher 
education systems. 

Clarke finds less evidence of an impact of rankings on college choice among students who do 
enroll in college. In general, students with higher income and/or high-achieving students are 
the most likely to use rankings to help guide college choice. (This pattern holds both for the 
United States and for other countries with available data.) This finding is not surprising, given 
that disadvantaged students are more likely to attend less selective institutions and community 
colleges, which generally are not ranked by U.S. News or other organizations.

When considering students’ opportunities after graduation, Clarke finds that in the United 
States the perceived status of the degree-granting institution (which, as Clarke points out, relates 
strongly to rankings) influences a student’s employment opportunities and earnings. Some 
of the research she cites suggests that any impact for most students may be temporary, while 
other research indicates there is an impact for professional students and low-income students. 
(Of course, low-income students are less likely to attend highly selective institutions in the first 
place.) Clarke notes that only a small amount of research (mainly U.S. related) directly examines 
the effects of rankings on employment and earnings outcomes; however, these data suggest that 
rankings do have an impact on outcomes in these areas, at least for business school graduates.

Clarke found it difficult in most cases to compare the outcomes of rankings within or across 
countries, especially developing nations, due to a lack of data. However, the introduction of 
global ranking systems is likely to provide a better means of comparison in the future. These 
developments mean more data for researchers. Also, anecdotal evidence suggests that new 
ranking systems being developed within and among countries may better inform prospective 
students about the types of institutions that are available for them to attend. Cautions remain, 
however, given the high likelihood that the introduction of ranking systems will encourage higher 
education stratification—and, in fact, some countries are explicitly moving in that direction. 
Certain countries see rankings and subsequent stratification as the means to create “world class” 
universities and thus meet increasing global competition. 

One lesson for the United States is to place a policy emphasis on addressing the stratification of 
students by socioeconomic status and develop new and innovative solutions to the problem. For 
example, in the last year, several institutions in the highest tier of the rankings have eliminated 
their early admissions programs with the hope of serving more low-income students. (Several 
of these schools have also reduced or effectively eliminated tuition and other expenses for low-
income students.) It is unclear whether this will impact the policies of other institutions, or 
modify the enrollment patterns of students as a whole. However, it is clear that the influence of 
rankings on postsecondary opportunity, whether direct or indirect, must be part of the broader 
debate on whether a more market-based system of higher education in the United States is 
changing institutional behavior in desirable ways.

In addition, although these chapters focus most of their attention on the impact of rankings in 
the United States, the argument about how stratification may impact access and opportunity 
may provide a lesson for developing nations as they strive to emulate or compete with the United 
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States. As developing countries continue efforts to enroll increasing numbers of students, making 
higher education more accessible to more students, while at the same time enrolling higher 
numbers of disadvantaged or underrepresented students, they may find a conflict between the 
goal of making education accessible and the use of stratification of higher education to help create 
“world class” universities. 

Ongoing Challenges

Taken together, these chapters describe challenges faced by countries around the world in 
implementing rankings or improving them. In coordination with the work of the IREG meetings, 
the findings can also contribute to the continued improvement of rankings in the United States by 
clarifying their role and holding a mirror to once-mysterious methodologies.

The following chapters substantiate the need for a process of ongoing revision and greater 
transparency in ranking systems, especially as those systems become part of the accountability 
structure. If this trend continues, improvements in the collection of data will also be necessary. 
Moreover, the collected data should be stored in the public domain so that researchers and 
consumers can sift through it and test their validity. Such a public system would allow more 
research questions to be examined and would help inform the global dialogue about how to use 
rankings as an innovative tool for reflecting the market’s perspective on higher education quality.
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The U.S. News College Rankings: A View from the Inside

By Alvin P. Sanoff

U .S. News & World Report was the pioneer in ranking colleges and universities, and 
2006 marked the twentieth anniversary of its annual rankings. What U.S. News started 
has since gone global. The magazine paved the way for what has become a worldwide 

phenomenon. 

This chapter will endeavor to provide a brief history of the magazine’s college rankings, discuss 
their evolution, highlight some key changes made over the course of two decades, and talk about 
the factors both within and outside of higher education that help explain the project’s success. It 
will touch on the magazine’s graduate school rankings. But the focus is on U.S. News’s ranking of 
undergraduate institutions.

As the managing editor of the rankings project for almost seven years, from 1992 to 1998, I was 
part of the decision-making team and helped handle a crisis that threatened the viability of the 
project. This paper, then, is written from an insider’s perspective.2

In the Beginning
The rankings actually began in 1983, but they did not become an annual event until 1987. They 
were launched with little fanfare. Editors thought the project was worth experimenting with 
because it might garner attention and sell magazines. No one imagined that the rankings would 
become what some consider the 800-pound gorilla of American higher education, important 
enough to be the subject of doctoral dissertations, academic papers and conferences, and endless 
debate.

In its initial foray into rankings, U.S. News took a simple approach. It surveyed college presidents, 
asking them to identify the nation’s best institutions of higher learning. The 1983 survey was an 
outgrowth of an unrelated project that had become a staple of the magazine: a survey of U.S. 
leaders to identify the most influential Americans. That annual project received a lot of attention. 
Editors thought they could try a somewhat similar approach to identify the best colleges.

The college survey began as a biennial effort—first in 1983 and then again in 1985. In 1987, the 
magazine embarked on a far more ambitious undertaking. Once again it only surveyed presidents, 
but this time it published the results not just in the magazine but also in a separate guidebook 
called “America’s Best Colleges.” That first guidebook included rankings of law, business, medical, 
and engineering schools.

2As such, some organizations or individuals are not individually named.
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The college guidebook is published in late August or September, at the same time that the rankings 
appear in a regular issue of the magazine. Starting in 1997, U.S. News put online substantially more 
information than there was room for in the printed guidebook. It now charges a fee to see the 
full rankings, although much of the information is available without any cost. The timing of the 
publication of the college rankings is based on the belief that they should come out at about the same 
time that high school students are starting back to school and, presumably, thinking about college.

After including graduate school rankings in the initial guidebook, the magazine published 
them only in a regular issue of the magazine for several years. It was unwilling to produce a 
separate graduate school guidebook until it was able to obtain a lead advertiser to underwrite the 
costs. Despite the success of the college venture, the management of the magazine took a very 
conservative stance when it came to expanding what quickly developed into a franchise product for 
the company. In 1994, U.S. News finally found a lead advertiser for a graduate school guidebook, the 
Chrysler Corporation. It has published an annual graduate school guidebook ever since, although 
the advertisers have changed over the years. Similarly, the advertisers for the college guidebook have 
changed, although for a long time State Farm Insurance was the lead advertiser. 

The graduate school rankings come out in March or April, about six months after the college 
rankings. It is impractical to try to do both the college and graduate school rankings at the same 
time—there is simply not enough staff to handle both projects simultaneously.

U.S. News’s first guidebook, while published in 1987, says “1988 edition” on the cover. Guidebook 
covers are always dated a year ahead. The reason: It keeps the guidebook, which contains far more 
data and editorial content than there is room for in the magazine, on the newsstands for almost a 
full year. In fact, in order to keep the guidebook in circulation for that length of time the magazine 
has to change the cover after about six months, although the content remains unchanged. The 
change in covers is related to the arcane rules of magazine distribution. As a result of the switch in 
covers, some people buy what they think is a new edition of the guidebook only to discover that 
the contents have not changed. In some cases they ask for, and receive, a refund.

The methodology used in the first annual rankings issue and guidebook was very simple. At the 
undergraduate level, presidents were asked to pick the 10 schools in their academic category that 
did the best job of providing an undergraduate education. To reflect the diversity of American 
higher education, institutions were placed in one of nine categories: National Universities; 
National Liberal Arts Colleges; Smaller Comprehensive Institutions; Southern Comprehensive 
Institutions; Eastern Comprehensive Institutions; Western Comprehensive Institutions; Western 
Liberal Arts Colleges; Southern Liberal Arts Colleges; and Eastern Liberal Arts Colleges. The 
academic categories were based loosely on classifications established by the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching, whose categorization of higher education institutions is a staple 
of academic research. 

The magazine published a ranking of the top 25 institutions in the National University and 
National Liberals Arts College categories and the top 10 in the other categories. 

Action and Reaction 
With the publication of that first guidebook, whose dimensions are roughly similar to those 
of a hardcover dictionary, college presidents and other administrators began to realize that the 
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rankings were no longer just an occasional survey that would appear only in the weekly magazine. 
It was taking more permanent form, something people could put on their bookshelves.

As leaders of American higher education began to take notice, many of them did not like what 
they saw. They viewed the rankings as nothing more than a beauty contest and urged the magazine 
to halt the project. They felt the magazine’s approach was not a suitable way to assess America’s 
complex and multifaceted system of higher education. 
A number of presidents asked for a meeting with the 
magazine’s editors to express their concerns. That meeting 
led the editors to conclude that if the rankings were to be 
credible and have staying power, a major transformation 
was needed. After consulting with a variety of experts, the 
editors made two major changes in the rankings. First, the 
universe of those surveyed was expanded to add college and 
university chief academic officers/provosts and deans of 
admission. Second, a multidimensional methodology that 
made substantial use of objective data was developed.

In the 1989 edition of the guidebook, the changes in methodology were explained this way: 
“First, because academic deans and admissions officers often see education from rather different 
perspectives than do college presidents, they also have been included in the survey of more than 
1,000 college officials. Second, because the expert opinions are just that, opinions, U.S. News has 
based its latest academic rankings on objective data as well as on the subjective judgments in the 
survey.”

The objective data were initially divided into four broad categories: student selectivity, faculty 
quality, institutional resources, and student retention. Over the years, other categories have been 
added, the weights used for different components have been changed, and the titles of some 
categories have been altered.3

Within each of the four broad objective categories there were subcategories. For example, student 
selectivity included acceptance rates, the average standardized test scores of a college’s entering 
class on either the SAT or ACT exams, and high school class-rank data. Each of these components 
had a specific weight that when totaled equaled the weight assigned to the student selectivity 
category.

In the 1989 edition, in addition to providing an overall ranking of schools, the magazine published 
a separate reputation ranking of National Universities and National Liberal Arts Colleges. There 
was considerable variation between the overall ranking and the reputation survey—public 
institutions fared much better in the reputation survey. Ten public universities were in the 
top 25 in reputation, but only five made it to the top 25 in the overall rankings. The relative 
underperformance of public institutions in the institutional resources and student retention 
categories helps to explain that. Even today, the objective data work to the disadvantage of 
public institutions. In the most recent rankings, only four public universities were in the top 25 
among National Universities. But if the magazine were to do a ranking based purely on academic 
reputation, at least five more publics would be in the top 25.

College presidents and other 
administrators began to realize 
that the rankings were no longer 
just an occasional survey that 
would appear only in the weekly 
magazine.

3Much of this will be addressed later in the chapter.
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In addition to the separate reputation ranking, the magazine used the four clusters of objective 
data to develop lists of the top five schools for each institutional category. For example, among 
national universities, Brown University ranked first in selectivity, the California Institute of 
Technology was first in faculty quality as well as in financial resources, and Duke University 
ranked first in retention. By taking this approach, the magazine made the best of a difficult 
situation. Because of constraints imposed by the College Board, the organization that provided 
the objective data for that edition, U.S. News was unable to publish the actual data for each 
school.

Change is a Constant
The changes made in that second annual edition were just the beginning of an evolutionary 
process that has led to continual reshaping of the methodology and many other aspects of the 
rankings. The rankings remain a work in progress, although an effort has been made to stabilize 
the methodology.

Starting with the 1990 edition, the magazine obtained data 
from an organization that did not place constraints on 
publication of the objective data. As a result, the magazine 
was able to show where schools ranked both overall and in 
reputation, as well as in the categories based on objective 
data. All that information was incorporated into one ranking 
table for each category of institution. The table for National 
Universities showed that Yale University ranked first overall, 
and fifth in academic reputation, third in student selectivity, 
third in retention, second in faculty quality, and ninth in 
financial resources. 

Even though fewer than 200 institutions were actually ranked, the 1990 edition introduced a 
comprehensive table that contained data for over a thousand institutions, providing students 
and families with information they could use to compare colleges and universities that were not 
ranked. The editors felt that since the information was being collected for the rankings, why not 
provide it to the public.

That year’s edition also introduced a new and controversial element. Instead of just ranking 
the top schools in each category, each ranked school’s actual score was published. Under the 
magazine’s system, the top school in each institutional category received a score of 100. The score 
of all the other institutions in that category were based on how they fared in relation to the top 
school. Some schools were separated by only one-tenth of a point. Duke University, which ranked 
fifth, had an overall score of 94.3, while Stanford University, which ranked sixth, had an overall 
score of 94.2. It was a distinction without any real difference, and it raised the hackles of many 
higher education administrators already hostile to the rankings concept. 

Yet, the practice of ranking schools down to a tenth of a point continued for years. Even within 
the magazine there was ongoing debate about the practice. Outside critics argued that this practice 
created an illusion of false precision, while defenders within the magazine felt that eliminating the 
decimal point would lead to more ties and thus would be unhelpful to the rankings. There were 
those within the magazine who did not embrace that view, but it was not until the 1998 edition 

The changes made in that second 
annual edition were just the 
beginning of an evolutionary 
process that has led to continual 
reshaping of the methodology 
and many other aspects of the 
rankings.
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that the practice was changed. Ever since then, scores have been rounded off to the nearest whole 
number. This did create more ties. For example, in the 1998 edition five schools tied for ninth 
place in the National University rankings, and there were a number of other ties among the top 
25. But whatever might have been lost by no longer ranking schools down to one-tenth of a point 
was more than offset by the credibility and goodwill generated by making the widely desired 
change. 

Opening the Black Box
Developing the methodology for the rankings was really a process of trial and error. In the 1991 
edition, the magazine began to shed light on the weighting scheme used in its rankings. At that 
point, the magazine was still using four broad categories of objective data plus the subjective 
reputation component. Over the years the number of objective data categories has expanded to 
seven.

In the 1991 edition, the magazine explained its weighting scheme this way: “Because most experts 
believe an institution’s student body, faculty, and reputation are the major components of what 
makes a ‘best college,’ these…were each given weights of 25 percent in determining overall 
rank. Financial resources counted for 20 percent and student satisfaction for 5 percent.” Student 
satisfaction was actually a misnomer. It really was the five-year graduation rate average for three 
preceding classes. That “output” measure has since been renamed “retention” and now includes 
both a school’s six-year graduation rate and its freshman retention rate. It has come to be weighted 
more heavily over the years for reasons that will be discussed elsewhere in this chapter.

The explanation of the methodology in the 1991 edition was the beginning of an ongoing 
effort to spell out clearly how the rankings are determined. The aim was—and is—to make the 
methodology transparent. Experts could quarrel with the methodology—and quarrel with it 
they did—but they could not accuse U.S. News of operating behind a curtain of secrecy. Editors 
believed that for the rankings to be credible, it was essential to make the methodology transparent.

The explanation of the methodology contained this cautionary note: “As in previous years, the 
complex methodology was developed after consultations with scores of college presidents and 
other academic officials. Because of changes made as a result of their recommendations, the 
methodology continues to evolve and, therefore, the 1991 rankings are not directly comparable to 
those published in previous years.”

That warning remained valid more often than not as the magazine continually tinkered with 
the weights given to the objective data and introduced new data categories. Throughout this 
process, one constant has been the weight given to the subjective component of the methodology, 
institutional reputation, which is now called “peer assessment.” It accounts for 25 percent of a 
school’s ranking. 

While those within the magazine have always known that year-to-year comparisons of a school’s 
ranking are not valid in years when changes are made in the methodology, it has not always 
stressed that point in talking with other news organizations. And even if it had done so, it is 
almost inevitable that press and higher education institutions would still have made comparisons. 
Moreover, colleges and universities that did well in the rankings began to tout them, without 
regard to the fact that the methodology might have changed.
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While the magazine was frequently accused of changing the methodology to shake up the 
rankings, nothing could be further from the truth. The methodology was changed in response to 
valid criticism from outside experts. 

Almost from the beginning, editors met regularly with college officials. As a consequence, it was 
not unusual for the editors to meet with as many as three presidents in a single day. Frequently, 
presidents complained that the ranking formula put too much weight on “input” variables such 
as student selectivity and not enough weight on “outcome” variables such as freshmen retention 
and graduation rates. Their basic argument was that input variables show how smart incoming 
freshmen are, but do not take into account how good an educational job colleges are doing with 
the students who enroll. As a result of the feedback, in the 1996 edition the magazine made a 
significant change in its methodology.

Lacking any comprehensive comparable data on what students actually learn during their 
undergraduate years, the editors decided that freshmen retention rates and graduation rates were 
the best proxy available for evaluating outcomes. They decided to reduce the weight placed on 
student selectivity from 25 to 15 percent of a school’s overall ranking. They shifted the remaining 
10 percent to retention, which includes the freshman retention rate and an institution’s six-year 
graduation rate. In short, they put more emphasis on outcomes than inputs. That created some 
changes in the rankings, but it did not precipitate an upheaval that could have undermined the 
credibility of the project. In fact, the editors pretested the change in weights to make sure that it 
would not produce an upheaval. 

This was not the first effort to put greater weight on outcomes. In the 1994 edition, the magazine 
had added a category called alumni satisfaction, the percentage of living alumni who gave money 
to their institution’s fund drives in two preceding years. The editors viewed this measure, which 
accounted for five percent of an institution’s overall ranking, as a very rough proxy for how 
satisfied graduates were with the education they received. They saw this as an outcome measure, 
although critics felt it was more a measure of the effectiveness of an institution’s development 
office, a criticism not without validity. But inclusion of the data caused some institutions to keep 
better track of their alumni and to step up their fundraising. 

Another effort to focus on outcomes was the development of a concept called “value added.” That 
measure, introduced in the 1997 edition, accounted for 5 percent of an institution’s ranking. It was 
limited to the National University and National Liberal Arts College categories. The 5 percent was 
subtracted from retention, which was reduced from a weight of 20 to 25 percent.

The new measure was designed to show the effect of a college’s programs and policies on the 
graduation rate of students, after controlling for spending and student aptitude. The measure 
was rooted in the idea that schools that admit the brightest students, as measured by SAT or ACT 
scores, and, to a lesser degree, that expend the greatest amount of money per student, should have 
higher graduation rates than peer institutions that admit students with lower scores and have less 
money to spend on their education. But the data show that some schools with less academically 
gifted students and lesser resources do as good a job of retaining and graduating students as 
more well-endowed institutions that enroll students with higher test scores. Again, this is not a 
perfect measure, but it represents an effort to address complaints from a number of institutions 
with lesser resources that the rankings unfairly rewarded well-endowed institutions that enrolled 
students with higher test scores. The basic concept of the value-added measure has remained 
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intact, although the statistical approach has changed somewhat. Today, the measure is called 
“graduation rate performance” rather than value added. 

Another change occurred in the 2004 edition, when U.S. News stopped using “yield”—the 
proportion of admitted students who enroll in a college—in its ranking formula. Yield counted for 
only 1.5 percent of an institution’s overall ranking, but the attention it received left the impression 
that it was far more heavily weighted. Many critics of the rankings claimed that by including 
yield in its methodology, U.S. News was contributing to what had become an explosion in early-
decision applications at many selective institutions. They felt that early decision, under which 
students apply to one school early in their senior year and are committed to attend if accepted, was 
skewing the way students went about applying to college.

Critics argued that the magazine was encouraging colleges to expand early decision since the yield 
to a college from students admitted early is guaranteed. If a college were to admit almost half 
its class early, as some do, that would strengthen its yield and thus conceivably help its ranking. 
Critics felt that while that might be good for colleges, it was not good for many students, who were 
making college decisions prematurely. 

Tired of being blamed for the expansion of early decision, U.S. News decided to drop yield from 
its equation. That change had minimal impact on the rankings since yield counted for so little 
to begin with. It also had little impact on early decision, which shows no signs of diminished 
popularity. But it did take the magazine out of the crosshairs of those who dislike early decision 
and who sought to make the magazine the villain for a development that reflected the increasing 
intensity of college admissions.

Expanding the Rankings
In the first several years of the annual rankings, the magazine limited the number of schools 
ranked. But as confidence in the rankings increased, the magazine began to rank more and more 
schools. Beginning with the 1992 edition, it placed schools that ranked below the top group in 
quartiles within their institutional category and listed the schools in each quartile alphabetically. 
That provided a relative sense of where all schools ranked in their category. Starting with the 1996 
edition—by then the magazine was doing its own data collection instead of relying on outside 
contractors—U.S. News began to number-rank more schools. For example, in the National 
University category that year it ranked the top 50 institutions, instead of just the top 25. 

As time passed, the number of schools that were ranked continued to expand. Today, the magazine 
ranks the top 50 percent of colleges and universities in each category of institution. The rest of 
the schools in that category are grouped in two tiers and listed alphabetically. In the National 
University category, that means about 125 institutions receive a numerical ranking; about 110 are 
number-ranked in the National Liberal Arts College category, and so on. 

In theory, the magazine could number-rank every institution. But years ago the editors made a 
decision not to do that. There were two major reasons for this. First, as a general rule, the further 
down a school is in the academic food chain, the less likely it is to possess all the objective data 
used in the rankings methodology, or, if it has the data, it is less likely to be willing to provide the 
information. Consequently, a precise ranking of schools lower down in the pecking order is harder 
to achieve.
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When a school fails to provide data, U.S. News tries to obtain the information from other sources. 
If it cannot do so, it has utilized a variety of statistical methods to estimate the data. The magazine 
indicates the source of the data when it does not come from the institution itself and explains the 
statistical method used to make estimates. But the very fact that it makes such estimates is not 
without controversy.

Perhaps the most heated controversy arose in 1995, when 
Reed College in Portland, Ore., a highly regarded liberal arts 
institution, chose to boycott the rankings by not submitting 
any data to the magazine. In the first year of the boycott, Reed 
was given the equivalent of the lowest score among National 
Liberal Arts Colleges for each piece of objective data used 
in the magazine’s methodology. As a result, Reed ended up 
in the bottom tier, an outcome that was more punitive than 

logical. The next year U.S. News collected as much data from outside sources as it could and used 
a different estimating approach for data that were missing. As a result, Reed moved into the top 
40 among National Liberal Arts Colleges. Reed’s boycott continues today, as does the magazine’s 
effort to collect data on Reed from other sources. That effort is made easier by the fact that Reed 
publishes institutional data collected by what is known as “the common data set” on its own Web 
site.4

The second reason for not number-ranking all institutions is that the editors felt that if the 
magazine were to do so, a few institutions would inevitably end up being labeled as the worst 
colleges in America. U.S. News had no interest in that outcome, which could have detracted 
from the overall rankings. The goal of the project from its inception has been to identify the best 
schools, not to single out the worst.

Under Fire
As the rankings became more visible and were perceived to have significant impact on decisions 
by students and their parents on where to apply to college and even where to enroll, they 
came under more fire. Academic experts complained about the weighting scheme used in the 
rankings. They argued that despite changes made in the methodology it remained arbitrary 
and lacked any empirical basis. Consultants from NORC, a research firm hired by the magazine 
to assess the rankings methodology, agreed with the critics. They concluded in a 1997 report 
that “the principal weakness of the current approach is that the weight used to combine the 
various measures into an overall rating lacks any defensible empirical or theoretical basis.” The 
researchers went on to say that criticism of the weighting did not mean that the weights used 
were necessarily wrong, but that “it is difficult to defend on any grounds other than the U.S. News 
staff ’s best judgment on how to combine the measures.” The debate over the appropriate weights 
is no closer to resolution now than it was then. 

Other criticism came from academic leaders who said that it was impossible to measure the 
quality of institutions. They felt that each institution was distinctive and the magazine’s attempt to 
reduce a college to a set of numbers was an exercise in measuring the unmeasurable. 

4The common data set was established in the mid-1990s to standardize data submitted to U.S. News and other guidebook 
publishers and is run by the participating publishers.

A precise ranking of schools lower 
down in the pecking order is 
harder to achieve.
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High school counselors joined in the attack. They agreed with the critique that the magazine was 
trying to quantify the unquantifiable. But their core criticism was that the rankings, viewed by 
U.S. News as a good faith effort to help students and families sort through the complex process of 
choosing a college, actually did a disservice to students and parents. They argued that the rankings 
were causing students to look only at a school’s status, while ignoring what counselors call “the fit” 
between a prospective student and an institution. They felt, for example, that students who were 
unconventional in their outlook were not necessarily considering schools where they would be most 
comfortable socially. Instead, they were concentrating on schools that stood high in the rankings.

The argument that most families mindlessly followed the rankings without regard to other 
considerations was—and remains—debatable, and the editors were willing to engage in the 
debate. They felt it was important to present their point of view and to obtain constant feedback, 
even if the experience was often painful. They routinely accepted invitations to speak before 
organizations of educators, where they usually got an earful. One college admission official at a 
national meeting went so far as to compare U.S. News to Satan.

As painful as these confrontations were, they had a salutary effect. In an effort to improve relations 
with critics and to make the rankings more useful to students and parents, U.S. News established 
two advisory committees, one of college admissions deans and another of high school counselors. 
It has since added a third committee composed of institutional researchers. Editors meet with the 
committees annually to discuss the rankings and issues related to admissions and financial aid. 
These meetings are not an exercise in public relations. They involve substantive discussions that 
yield concrete results.

For example, starting with the 1995 edition the editors emphasized that “rankings are just one of 
many criteria prospective students should take into account in choosing a college. Simply because a 
school ranks at the top of its category does not mean that it is the best choice for every individual. A 
student’s academic and professional ambitions, financial resources, and scholastic records, as well as 
a school’s size, atmosphere, and location should play major roles in college choices.”

In the 1997 edition, the magazine went a step further. Editors worked with counselors to develop 
profiles of hypothetical students with different academic credentials, outside interests, and 
financial and personal situations. They then asked counselors around the country to come up with 
a list of colleges that would be suitable for each individual. Many of the suggested schools were 
not highly ranked. The idea was to illustrate in a concrete way that there are factors other than 
rankings to consider when choosing a college. 

Researchers have found that the rankings play a role in whether students apply to and enroll at 
a college or university, but there is disagreement about the magnitude of the impact. A paper by 
researchers at UCLA concluded that “academic reputation is a powerful influence on students, 
more powerful than the advice of professional advisors or the influence of families (McDonough, 
P., et al. 1997). We believe that colleges and newsmagazines need to take actions to place rankings 
in a broader decision-making context for the students, parents, and professional advisors who are 
relying on them.”

Researchers James Monks and Ronald Ehrenberg looked at the experience of 31 selective private 
colleges and universities and found that when an institution improved in the rankings, the 
following year it received more applications, accepted fewer applicants, and enrolled a higher 
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proportion of those accepted. Conversely, if it fell in the rankings, the reverse occurred. Their 
findings were published in the November/December 1999 issue of Change magazine.

The 2005 Survey of College Freshmen by the Higher Education Research Institute at UCLA 
provided a different perspective. Of the reasons freshmen cited as very important in influencing 
their decision to enroll at a school, “rankings in national magazines” was tenth among 18 possible 
factors. It was cited by just 16.6 percent of the more than 263,000 students around the nation who 
participated in the survey.

More recently, a study of 600 high-achieving high school seniors who entered college last fall 
found that rankings stood near the bottom of the list of information sources and of more general 
factors that play a role in whether a student applies to a college (Lipman Hearne, 2006). However, 
the study, done by a Chicago-based market research firm that has many higher education clients, 
did find that students in several Mid-Atlantic states—New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey—
were much more likely to take the rankings into account than students in other regions. 

Whether the impact of the rankings is as great as some critics believe or as modest as some of the 
research suggests, the bottom line is that the rankings have real-world impact.

Grappling with Crises
The initial outcry over the rankings in 1987 was the first in a series of crises that have occurred 
over almost two decades. Some were relatively minor and of little interest to those outside the 
magazine, but a few have been significant.

Arguably, the most important occurred in 1995 after The Wall Street Journal published a front 
page story in its April 5 edition headlined “Colleges Inflate SATs and Graduation Rates in Popular 
Guidebooks” (Stecklow). The story was more about the games colleges played with their data than 
about the U.S. News rankings per se, but the well-documented report raised basic questions about 
the accuracy of some of the objective data on which the rankings were largely based.

The author of the story, Steve Stecklow, compared the data that colleges reported to debt-rating 
agencies, who rate their bond issues, with data they submitted to U.S. News and other publishers. 
He found that there were significant discrepancies in SAT scores, acceptance rates, and graduation 
rates. The information sent to the magazine was almost always more favorable to the school than 
the data sent to the debt-rating agencies, Standard & Poor’s, and Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. 
Stecklow pointed out that lying to the magazine carried no penalty, but lying to the debt-rating 
agencies could lead to federal penalties.

His story showed that some colleges excluded the scores of certain groups of students to 
improve their SAT average. For example, Northeastern University in Boston had excluded both 
international students and remedial students. That boosted the school’s average SAT score by 50 
points. A number of other schools cited in the story employed similar tactics; some claimed it was 
not purposeful, but just a mistake. 

What the schools were doing was ethically indefensible. From the magazine’s standpoint, it was 
potentially damaging to the credibility of the rankings. Realizing that the future of the rankings 
might be at stake, U.S. News revised the questionnaire sent to colleges and tightened definitions. It 
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attempted to insure that schools did not omit test score data for any group of students by asking 
for data for all first-time full-time freshmen, including those in special programs. A new question 
specifically asked schools whether they had complied with the instructions for providing test score 
data. If they acknowledged that they were omitting scores for some students, U.S. News then did 
its own statistical estimate for ranking purposes. In another effort to try to assure accuracy, the 
magazine programmed its computers to flag significant 
discrepancies in a school’s data from one year to the next. 
If it found a discrepancy, it contacted the school seeking an 
explanation. 

The magazine also began to cross-check data available from 
other sources, including Moody’s, the debt-rating agency; 
the American Association of University Professors, which 
collects data on faculty salaries; the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association, the organization that oversees 
college sports; and, more recently, the U.S. Department of 
Education. For example, it checked graduation rate data submitted by colleges to comparable 
data collected by the NCAA. Institutions that submit misleading data to the NCAA face potential 
penalties. When the magazine found discrepancies in data, it contacted the school involved. If 
it could not get a credible explanation, it used the data submitted to the NCAA and said in a 
footnote that it was doing so. Today, it no longer contacts schools when it finds discrepancies. It 
simply uses the data submitted to outside organizations and explains that in a footnote. 

In the 1996 edition of the guidebook, U.S. News laid out the steps it had taken to ensure the 
integrity of the data. One college president suggested to the editors that they ask schools to have 
their auditors attest to the accuracy of the data submitted to the magazine. The editors liked the 
idea, but felt that the magazine was in no position to make such a demand. 

Even with the steps that U.S. News has taken and with increased requirements at the federal level 
for institutions to provide standardized data, it is possible that some schools might still be playing 
games with data. Some institutions use a two-part application and might count those students 
who fill out only the first part as applicants even though that is contrary to the instructions in the 
magazine’s questionnaire. By counting only those who fill out the first part of the application, a 
school increases the size of its applicant pool and, as a result, appears more selective than it is. For 
example, if a school counts 20,000 students who completed part one as applicants, and admits 
10,000 of them, its acceptance rate is 50 percent. But if only 15,000 students completed both parts 
one and two, then the school would have fewer actionable applicants and its acceptance rate would 
rise to 67 percent. The difference between a 50 percent and a 67 percent acceptance rate could 
impact an institution’s ranking. 

There are other games schools can play, including admitting students with weaker academic profiles 
for the second semester, thus not having to include them in the data reported to the magazine, 
which asks for information for first-time full-time freshman who entered in the fall semester. 

U.S. News can do the most careful job possible, but institutions that are determined to present 
misleading data can find a way to get around tightened definitions and other steps that the 
magazine has taken. The fact that some institutions are willing to engage in such maneuvers, the 
equivalent of trying to find a loophole in the tax code, says a great deal about the perceived stakes. 

Realizing that the future of the 
rankings might be at stake, U.S. 
News revised the questionnaire 
sent to colleges and tightened 
definitions.
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A second crisis occurred in 1999 when a new director of data research insisted on abolishing 
a statistical procedure that, as the magazine put it, had “flattened out” large disparities in 
one particular data point used to rank National Universities. The data point in question was 
expenditures per student. The flattening out procedure had been used because the California 
Institute of Technology, a small institution with a large research budget, consistently reported 
expenditures per student that were more than double those of the school that ranked immediately 
behind it in expenditures. The gap was so large that it would have skewed the rankings had an 
adjustment not been made. Once the adjustment was dropped, Caltech vaulted to the top of 

the 2000 rankings; it had ranked ninth the year before. 
The outcome was predictable for anyone familiar with the 
magnitude of the disparity.

But the results came as a surprise both to some within the 
magazine and to the outside world. Editors had to do a lot of 
explaining to justify what seemed an implausible change in 
the rankings. The next year, after the director of data research 

in question had departed the magazine, U.S. News instituted a new statistical adjustment that 
dampened the impact of the vast disparity in per student expenditures. As a result, in the 2001 
rankings, Caltech dropped to fourth, and in the most recent rankings it was seventh.

Both of these events had a common thread: they called into question the credibility of the 
rankings. The magazine managed to weather both crises, but it was not easy.

Why the Success of the Rankings
The phrase “timing is everything” is a cliché, but that makes it no less true. It certainly applies to 
the U.S. News rankings. They came along as the consumer movement in America was reaching full 
flower. A generation of parents who were college-educated brought both pragmatism and status-
seeking to the college search process.

While many members of earlier generations were simply pleased that their children were going to 
college, members of the Baby Boom generation cast a more critical eye toward higher education. 
They wanted value for their money. Some viewed higher education as a commodity and wanted 
the biggest possible bang for their buck, especially as the cost of going to college increased far 
more rapidly than family income. Others felt it was critical to go to “the best” college, by which 
they meant the most prestigious, an institution whose decal they could proudly put on the rear 
window of their cars or SUVs. 

For these families, the rankings have provided a source of comparable information to help them 
navigate the complex task of identifying suitable colleges for their children. The rankings have 
become especially important for those with children in public schools at which college counseling 
is inadequate. 

But it is not consumers alone who have helped fuel the success of the rankings. Colleges and 
universities have played a major role. Even as they have decried the rankings, many institutions 
have used them to market themselves, especially when they have done well, and sometimes even 
when they have not. One institution took out an ad in an airline magazine touting itself as being 
ranked among America’s best colleges by U.S. News. That was literally true. The institution was 

There are other games schools can 
play, including admitting students 
with weaker academic profiles for 
the second semester.
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ranked in U.S. News’s “America’s Best Colleges.” But the ad was totally misleading since the school 
in question ranked in the bottom tier of its particular category. However, the fact that even a 
bottom tier school sought to use the rankings to market itself illustrates how higher education 
has increased the visibility and impact of the rankings. In fact, U.S. News itself did very little 
marketing. Why spend money when others do the marketing for you?

Colleges and universities also have used the rankings for internal benchmarking and to see how they 
compare to other institutions with which they compete for students, research dollars, and status. 
Sometimes the impetus has come from presidents, who turn to the rankings to see whether they 
have met the goals they have set for their administration. Other times the impetus has come from 
members of an institution’s board of trustees. Often they are members of the business community 
where, unlike higher education, success is defined in concrete, quantifiable terms. For these board 
members, the rankings offer the kind of assessment that they are accustomed to and rely on.

The Future
As increases in tuition have continued to outstrip growth in family income, there has been stepped 
up political pressure on colleges and universities to provide comparable data to help families 
evaluate the institutions. There has even been discussion by members of a federally appointed 
higher education commission of requiring a standardized test at the beginning and end of 
students’ college careers to see just how much they have learned, with the results made public on 
an institution-by-institution basis. 

Much of higher education is opposed to what administrators and faculty members view as 
intrusive steps. They believe that America’s colleges and universities are just too diverse to use a 
standard measure or set of measures to evaluate institutions. But pressure on institutions to come 
up with one or more ways to demonstrate the value of the education they provide and to do so on 
a standardized basis is not likely to diminish, regardless of which political party is in power.

Until and unless higher education institutions can come up with their own “rankings,” which need 
not be a literal numerical ranking in the U.S. News tradition, but rather an easily understandable 
and quantifiable way for consumers to compare institutions, U.S. News’s rankings are likely to 
continue to flourish. To do so, however, they must remain credible and the magazine’s editors 
must remain open to modifying the methodology if better ways to assess institutional quality and 
value emerge.
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A Global Survey of Rankings and League Tables

By Alex Usher and Massimo Savino5 

University rankings or “league tables,” a novelty as recently as 15 years ago, are today a 
standard feature in most countries with large higher education systems. They were 
originally created over 20 years ago by U.S. News & World Report in order to meet a 

perceived market need for more transparent, comparative data about educational institutions. 
Reviled by critics but popular with parents, copycat ranking systems began popping up all over the 
world, usually shortly after the introduction of—or a rapid rise in—tuition fees. Wherever rankings 
have appeared, they have been met with a mixture of public enthusiasm and institutional unease. 

One of the main causes of institutional unease is the tendency of institutional ranking schemes 
to use weighted aggregates of indicators to arrive at a single, all-encompassing quality “score,” 
which in turn permits institutions to be ranked against one another. By selecting a particular set 
of indicators and assigning each a given weight, the authors of these rankings impose a specific 
definition of quality on the institutions being ranked. The fact that there may be other legitimate 
indicators or combinations of indicators is usually passed over in silence. To the reader, the 
author’s judgment is in effect final.

Intriguingly, however, there is little agreement among the authors of these indicators as to what 
indicates quality. The world’s main ranking systems bear little if any relationship to one another; 
they use very different indicators and weightings to arrive at a measure of quality. 

This chapter examines 17 university league tables and ranking systems from around the world. 
Fourteen of these are “national” league tables collected from nine countries (Australia, Canada, 
China, Hong Kong, Italy, Poland, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States); three are 
“international” or “cross-national” league tables. Specifically, these league tables are compared in 
terms of their methods of data collection and their selection and weighting of indicators. We also 
look at an eighteenth ranking system (the German Centre for Higher Education Development 
rankings), which does not conform to the standard league table “rules.” 

What Are University Rankings and League Tables?
University rankings are lists of certain groupings of institutions (usually, but not always, within 
a single national jurisdiction), comparatively ranked according to a common set of indicators in 
descending order. University rankings are usually presented in the format of a “league table,” much 

5This chapter is condensed and enhanced from a larger report authored by Usher and Savino, A World of Difference: A Global 
Survey of University League Tables, Educational Policy Institute: January, 2006.
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as sports teams in a single league are listed from best to worst according to the number of wins 
and losses they have achieved.6

Another notable aspect of league tables is that they are, for the most part, produced by commercial 
publishing enterprises. In part, this reflects the fact that rankings share some characteristics with 
“consumer guides” to various products. Although rankings are not guides to specific institutions, 
the publishers of individual institutional guides may incorporate rankings data as supplementary 
material, fleshing out descriptions for the purpose of providing more information to their readers. 
Rankings are—at least in theory—meant to be an “under the hood” look at a complex product. 
In many cases, the effort required to collect, collate, and analyze the data required to produce 
the rankings is so great that their production on anything but a commercial basis is probably 
impossible. 

University ranking systems come in two varieties: institutional ranking systems and sub-
institutional ranking systems. They can be conducted either on a national or international 
scale. National ranking systems are ones in which all or nearly all of a country’s universities are 
measured against one another. This was the original university ranking format—i.e., the type 
pioneered by U.S. News in 1981 and which has been widely copied in other countries. In most 
cases, all universities within a country are compared, although in some cases—notably in Canada 
(Maclean’s Magazine) and the United States (U.S. News)—the country’s universities are divided 
up according to certain institutional characteristics and only compared to other institutions with 
similar characteristics, in effect creating a group of mini-league tables. 

Global institutional ranking systems are a new variation on the older idea of national rankings. 
There are at present only two of these: the Academic Ranking of World Universities from Shanghai’s 
Jiao Tong University, first released in 2003, and the World University Rankings from the Times 
Higher Education Supplement of Britain (henceforth THES), first released in November 2004. The 
first international ranking—albeit not a global one—was actually done by Asiaweek magazine in 
1997, which ranked the continent’s major universities.

Beyond institutional rankings, there are also sub-institutional rankings, which compare specific 
university units against similar ones at other institutions. These rankings are usually national in 
scope and deal with professional schools such as business, law, and medicine. Graduate business 
schools are also the subject of a number of international rankings, from such organizations as the 
Economist, the Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal and Business Week. These types of league 
tables are not covered in this chapter, on the grounds that there are simply too many of them 
to analyze in detail. However, one variation on the subject-specific ranking system (the CHE 
rankings) will be examined at the conclusion of the chapter.

There are also ranking schemes that focus on specific aspects of university activities. For instance, 
the Best American Research Universities ranks U.S. institutions specifically on their research output, 
as, in a cruder manner, does the Centre for Science and Technology Studies in Bern, Switzerland, 
with its international “Champions League” tables. Similarly, Yahoo Magazine has ranked 
universities on their “connectivity,” and Diverse: Issues in Higher Education (formerly known as the 
Journal of Blacks in Higher Education) has graded them on their ability to integrate students from 

6The term stems from U.K.-based chart listings that were often compared with Premier League professional soccer or football 
standings in England during the 1990s and can now be found in an extremely wide variety of contexts in Britain today.
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different backgrounds in its ethnic diversity rankings. These types of ranking systems are excluded 
because their purposes are much more specific and limited than the general ranking systems that 
are the focus of this review. 

How Rankings and League Tables Work
League tables, by their very nature, are meant to boil down the work of entire institutions into 
single, comparable, numerical indicators. In most ranking systems, this comparison is a three-
stage process: first, data are collected on indicators; second, the data for each indicator are scored; 
and, third, the scores from each indicator are weighted and aggregated.

All rankings systems operate by comparing institutions on a range of indicators. The number 
of indicators in a ranking system can vary significantly, from five in the simplest case (the THES 
World Rankings) to several dozen in the case of the most complicated (La Repubblica or Wuhan). 
Specific areas of institutional activity or types of institutional output can therefore be compared 
across institutions, in much the same manner as is done with performance indicators.

With only a few exceptions (notably, Spain’s Excelencia 
rankings), league table systems then take the data on each 
indicator and turn them into a “score.” Usually, this is 
done by giving the institution with the highest score on a 
particular indicator a perfect mark of 100 and then awarding 
lower scores to other institutions based on how close 
they were to the score of the top institution. Once scores 
have been derived for each indicator, they are weighted, with greater weight being accorded to 
indicators that are believed to be of greater importance. The weighted scores from all indicators 
are then tallied to give a unified final score for each institution.

Clearly, the choice of indicators and the weight given to each indicator makes an enormous 
amount of difference in the final output. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that when publishers 
advertise their product as a guide to “the best” institutions, it is the publishers themselves who 
largely decide the best simply through their choice of indicators and weightings. In effect, the act 
of choosing a set of indicators and weightings imposes a one-size-fits-all definition of “quality.” 

The Evidentiary Basis of League Tables—How Data Are Collected
A key issue in the preparation of league tables and rankings is the method by which data are 
collected. There are basically three sources of data on institutions:

■ Survey data. Surveys of the opinions or experiences of various stakeholders can be used to 
obtain comparable data on different institutions regarding educational quality.

■ Independent third parties. Frequently, government agencies will collect and publish data 
on institutions in their jurisdiction that can be used as an objective standard by which to 
compare institutions. These data are often financial in nature and based on administrative 
data from grant-making bodies.

■ University sources. The most complete and most detailed sources of data on universities are of 
course universities themselves, and they are thus potentially a very rich source of data.

League tables, by their very nature, 
are meant to boil down the work 
of entire institutions into single, 
comparable, numerical indicators. 
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The use of each source of data has pros and cons. Survey data are scientific in the sense that it 
records observations accurately, but to the extent that it is used to survey employers or opinion-
makers on the value of degrees from various institutions, critics might reasonably question the 
value of such observations, as few employers or opinion-makers are likely to have detailed views 
on or knowledge of every institution under scrutiny. Surveys of students and recent graduates 
are similarly denigrated on the grounds that while they may be able to enunciate their feelings 
about their own institution, they have no basis on which to compare their institution with 
others.

Independent third-party administrative data (usually from governments or grant-making 
bodies) are generally considered the “gold standard” of comparative data since they are, at least 
theoretically, both accurate and impartial. The problem is that these data are not (usually) 
collected for the purpose of compiling league tables but rather as an administrative by-product 
of ordinary business. As a result, over-reliance on this source of data can lead to a situation 
where indicators are chosen simply on the basis that data are available rather than because they 
contribute to a sensible definition of quality.

Finally, there are data from universities themselves. In some cases, where important indicators 
of quality cannot be obtained via surveys or third parties, the authors of ranking schemes 
will address a questionnaire to institutions and ask for certain pieces of data. The benefit of 
this approach is that one can—in theory—answer a number of questions about quality that 
cannot otherwise be answered. The main drawback is that there is absolutely no guarantee that 
institutions will actually report the data to the ranker on a consistent basis, as all have a clear 
incentive to manipulate data in a manner which will benefit them. Indeed, at some institutions 
in the United States, there are staff positions within institutional research offices that require the 
incumbent to do nothing but provide institutional data to U.S. News in a favorable light. 

The extent to which each ranking system uses each source of data is shown in Table 1, which 
shows that surveys are the least frequently used source of data for indicators. Indeed, only Hong 
Kong’s Education18 rankings come close to having a plurality of indicators come from this source. 
This measure somewhat underestimates the importance of surveys, however, as it does not 
account for the weighting given to each indicator in each study. In the THES World Rankings, for 
instance, there is only a single survey (for “reputation”), but it accounts for 50 percent of the total 
ranking. Similarly, Canada’s Maclean’s rankings have only one survey-based indicator out of a total 
of 24, but this one indicator is worth 20 percent of the final score.

Outside North America, third-party sources are by far the most heavily used sources of data: 
indeed, four of the 18 ranking schemes listed here use them exclusively. Of the remaining 14, 
third-party sources comprise a plurality of indicators in eight rankings and university sources 
form a plurality in six. The predominance of data from universities is most understandable 
in the cases of the Asiaweek and THES rankings, as their international scope significantly 
reduces the possibility of third-party sources providing data on a consistent transnational basis 
(Shanghai Jiao Tong, the third international study in this comparison, solved this problem 
by relying almost exclusively on research output measures such as scientific publications 
and citations). In the cases of U.S. News, Maclean’s, the Guardian, and Rzeczpospolita, the 
explanation seems to be that the editors’ definitions of “quality” could not be measured using 
government administrative data. This may indicate a failure of government data collection in 
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these countries, in the sense that information deemed important to quality measurement is 
not collected consistently nor centrally; alternatively, it may indicate that the rankers’ views of 
what constitutes an indicator of quality is not shared by governments or the higher education 
community.

What League Tables Measure—A Look at Indicators and Weightings
It should come as no surprise to learn that different ranking systems use very different indicators 
in order to obtain a picture of “quality.” The number of individual indicators used in ranking 
systems worldwide runs well into the hundreds, making any kind of comparison grid too large to 
be useful.

In order to look at indicators and weightings in a manageable way, we have categorized them 
into seven larger headings, based in part on an existing model of institutional quality. Finnie and 

TABLE 1: Number of Indicators by Type of Data Source

Raw Indicator 
Count Survey Data

Third
Parties Universities

Asiaweek—Asia’s Best Universities (defunct, 2000) 18 – – 18

Daily Telegraph (2003) 1 – 1 –

Education18.com 9 3 4 2

Excelencia, 2001 71 – 71 –

Financial Times (2003) 17 – 17 –

Guangdong Institute of Management Science 17 – 14 3

Guardian—University Guide 2005 7 – 2 5

La Repubblica 23 2 21 –

Maclean’s University Rankings 24 1 5 18

Melbourne Institute— International Standing of Australian Universities 26 3 23 –

Netbig, 2004 18 1 10 7

Perspektywy/Rzeczpospolita Uniwersytet 18 1 2 15

Shanghai Jiao Tong University—Academic Ranking of World Universities 6 – 6

The Times—Good University Guide 2005 9 – 9 –

Times Higher Education Supplement—World University Rankings 5 1 1 3

U.S. News & World Report—America’s Best Colleges 2006 15 1 3 11

Wuhan University Centre for Science Evaluation 45 2 22 21

Source: Authors’ compilation
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Usher (2005), in their proposal for a system of measuring quality in post-secondary education, 
developed a conceptual framework for quality measurement based on the following four 
elements:

■ Beginning characteristics represent the characteristics, attributes, and abilities of incoming 
students as they start their programs.

■ Learning inputs come in two main types: 

i) resources, both financial and material, available to students and faculty for educational 
ends; and 

ii) staff, both in terms of the numbers but also the way in which they are deployed to teach 
and the learning environment they create, as measured by the amount of contact time 
students have with their teachers, the kinds of exams they face, etc.

■ Learning outputs represent the “skill sets” or other attributes of graduates that culminate from 
their educational experiences, such as critical thinking, analytic reasoning, and technical 
knowledge. They also include records relating to retention and completion.

■ Final outcomes represent the ultimate ends to which the educational system may contribute, 
including not only such traditional measures as employment rates and incomes but also any 
other outcome deemed to be important to individuals and society, such as job satisfaction, 
being a “good citizen,” etc.

As it turns out, these four elements or categories actually encompass the majority of indicators 
used by the ranking systems covered by this study. However, the typology can be modified in two 
ways: first, by making a clearer distinction between financial resources and staff, and second by 
including two other sets of indicators, namely “research” and “reputation.” 

Rankings are more than just a collection of indicators; instead, they are a weighted aggregation of 
indicators. It is therefore important to see how they are put together and how each ranking system 
implicitly defines educational quality through the distribution of its weighting. Although the 
apparent differences between ranking systems are substantial, it turns out that there are some real 
and intriguing similarities among particular subsets of league tables.

Table 2 shows the differences in the indicators and weightings used by different league table 
systems.7 Each row listed summarizes the distribution of indicator weightings among the seven 
categories of indicators described in the previous section and adds up to 100 percent. It is obvious 
from even the most cursory glance at this table that no two ranking systems are alike and indeed 
that some have virtually no areas of overlap with one another.

Despite the vastly different choices of indicators and weightings evident throughout the world, 
certain patterns do appear when the studies are grouped together geographically. For instance, 
studies from China—which has four different ranking projects—place more weight on research 
indicators than any other studies in the world. In the most extreme case—that of Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University’s Academic Ranking of World Universities—research performance is worth 90 
percent of the total ranking. This is followed by Wuhan, where research measures are worth 48.2 
percent of the final ranking, Netbig (45.2 percent), and Guangdong (42.1 percent). Much of this 

7In so doing, this recasts much of Nina Van Dyke’s work into league tables internationally.
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weighting comes from counting papers and citations in bibliometric studies—studies that have a 
heavy bias toward the hard sciences. With the exception of Guangdong, which has a major focus 
on learning outputs (mostly graduation rates), Chinese systems also put significant emphasis on 
institutional reputation. In contrast, comparatively little weight is put on either resource inputs 
or on final outcomes. Whether this is because data on these issues are scarce or because Chinese 
experts genuinely consider indicators of these types to be unimportant is an open question.

Other regional patterns are also evident. Rankings of universities in the United Kingdom, for 
instance, completely eschew the use of reputation surveys as a means of determining quality 
(although THES places a 50 percent weighting on reputation issues). British league tables put a 

TABLE 2: League Table Weightings

Publication 
Beginning 

Characteristics

Learning 

Inputs 

– Staff

Learning 

Inputs – 

Resources

Learning 

Outputs

Final 

Outcomes
Research Reputation

Asiaweek (India/Asia) 25 28.3 10 0 0 16.7 20

Daily Telegraph (UK) 0 100 0 0 0 0 0

Education18.com (Hong Kong) 20 15 5 0 0 20 40

Excelencia (Spain) 0 25 25 25 0 25 0

Financial Times (UK) 9 19 15 10 27 20 0

Guangdong Institute (China) 0 0 0 57.1 0 42.1 0

Guardian University Guide (UK) 28 35 10 10 17 0 0

La Repubblica (Italy) 10 44.4 15.6 10 0 20 0

Maclean’s (Canada) 15 20 44 5 0 0 16

Melbourne Institute (Australia) 11 3.5 11 12.6 4.8 40 17.1

Netbig (China) 12 21.8 6 0 0 45.2 15

Newsweek (United States) 10 20 10 0 0 60 0

Perspektywy/Rzeczpospolita (Poland) 8 20.5 11.5 0 0 0 50

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Intl/China) 0 0 0 10 0 90 0

The Times Good University Guide (UK) 3.3 53.3 6.7 3.3 3.3 30 0

Times World University Rankings (UK) 5 25 0 0 0 20 50

U.S. News & World Report (United States) 15 20 15 25 0 0 25

Wuhan (China) 10.6 8.5 16.6 3.4 0.6 48.6 11.7

Source: Authors’ compilation
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much higher emphasis than league tables elsewhere on measures of staff and staff quality—on 
average, they put over 40 percent of their weighting in this area, as opposed to an average of 
just 5 percent in the rest of the world’s league tables combined. The two big North American 
surveys—Maclean’s rankings and those in U.S. News—are virtually identical in the distribution of 
weighting, except for the fact that the Canadian version puts more weight on resource inputs and 
the American version puts more weight on learning outputs (intriguingly, the general category 
weightings of Italy’s La Repubblica rankings are very similar in nature to those of Maclean’s and 
U.S. News, even though the specific indicators used are completely different).

These examples demonstrate the central premise of this paper: different ranking systems have 
very different definitions of quality. The notion of “quality” in higher education is clearly a very 
malleable one—some observers wish to look at outputs, while others focus on inputs. Among 
both inputs and outputs, there is very little agreement as to what kinds of inputs and outputs are 
important. Not only is no single indicator used across all ranking schemes, no single category of 
indicators is common, either; remarkably, none of the seven basic categories of indicators are 
common to all university ranking systems. 

One of the only previous comparative examinations of league tables (Dill & Soo, 2004) concluded, 
on the basis of an examination of four sets of league tables in four countries, that international 
definitions of quality were converging. The findings in this chapter, which are based on a larger 
sample, contradict their result. Part of the reason for the contradiction lies in the fact that 
indicators were divided into seven categories instead of four, and therefore were always likely to 
find more variation. Methodological differences notwithstanding, the results still conflict.8 

Consistency of Outcomes across League Tables
One might reasonably conclude from the foregoing analysis that measures of institutional quality 
are not immutable and that an institution’s ranking is largely a function of what the ranking 
body chooses to measure. A possible example in support of this proposition is Queen’s University 
in Kingston, Canada. In its domestic rankings (Maclean’s), it fares very well because it attracts 
good students and is reasonably well-endowed and well-funded. In international rankings, it 
fares poorly, even compared to other Canadian universities, because its small size puts it at a 
disadvantage in terms of non-normalized research output measures.

Due to the plethora of ranking systems that have appeared in recent years, one can now test this 
proposition directly. In most countries, there are at least three separate rankings “observations” 
made by different national and international ranking systems (those of THES and Shanghai Jiao 
Tong, plus one or more domestic rankings). In those instances where one can use multiple ranking 
schemes to look at the relative scores of institutions in a single country, we find that certain 
institutions invariably rise to the top: Oxford and Cambridge in the United Kingdom; Harvard, 
Yale, Princeton, MIT and Stanford in the United States; Peking and Tsinghua in China; and the 
University of Toronto in Canada. Despite the very different weighting and aggregation schemes 
used by the domestic and international league tables, these institutions manage to consistently 
monopolize the top spots. Further down the ordinal ladder, the different rankings systems start to 
show greater variation (i.e., there is rarely any agreement between systems as to which university 

8The authors of this chapter believe that had Dill and Soo looked at Asian or international ranking schemes, they too would have 
seen these differences and revised their conclusions.
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lies in tenth position) but regardless of the ranking scheme employed, “top universities” almost 
always seem to come out as top universities.

This poses a serious problem for interpretation. If rankings were absolutely inconsistent across all 
league tables, it would be easy to dismiss the whole idea of ranking as an intellectually worthless 
exercise designed simply to sell newspapers or magazines. If rankings were absolutely consistent 
across all league tables, then we might conclude that there are probably one or two “super” 
indicators that are driving the overall rankings, with the remainder of the indicators essentially 
being “chaff” that have the effect of distracting readers and creating false differentiations. But 
neither of these scenarios is true—in fact, what appears to happen is that different ranking 
schemes provide consistent results for some institutions and inconsistent ones for others. 

The simplest explanation for this is that institutional league tables don’t measure what their 
authors think they are measuring. League tables’ authors believe that each indicator is a reasonable 
proxy for quality and that, suitably aggregated and weighted, these indicators constitute a 
plausible, holistic “definition” of quality. In fact, most indicators are probably epiphenomena of 
some underlying feature that is not being measured. That is to say, there is actually some “dark 
matter” exerting a gravitational pull on all ranking schemes such that certain institutions or types 
of institutions (the Harvards, Oxfords, and Tsinghuas of the world) rise to the top regardless 
of the specific indicators and weightings used. A search for this “dark matter” certainly seems 
deserving of future research. One guess, however, is that “age of institution,” “faculty size” and 
“per-student expenditure” are probably excellent candidates to be this “dark matter.”

Rankings without League Tables: The CHE Approach
For most of this paper we have been describing league tables—that is, ranking systems that 
provide a single integrated score that allows an ordinal ranking of entire institutions. However, 
this is not the only possible approach to university rankings. There is, for instance, no intrinsic 
reason why indicators must focus solely on institutions; approaches that look at institutions at 
lower administrative levels (such as departments or faculties) are also possible. The Guardian 
and, as of 2006, la Repubblica both provide comprehensive departmental-level rankings across 
entire universities (that is to say, they provide separate rankings for each discipline), though they 
also synthesize the data upwards into institutional rankings, as the previous two sections have 
explored. 

A different approach altogether is taken by the Centre for Higher Education Development 
(CHE) in Germany, which issues annual rankings jointly with a media partner (currently 
Die Zeit, formerly Stern). CHE conducts regular surveys of approximately 130,000 students 
and 16,000 faculty, covering nearly 250 higher education institutions. The student surveys 
are extensive and ask a number of questions about both student experiences and student 
satisfaction. The faculty survey is done in order to generate data for a special indicator known 
as the “insider’s pick” (the survey asks professors to name the three institutions in their field 
of study that they would recommend to someone as the best places to study). The ranking also 
has a number of indicators that use independent sources of data. Roughly two-thirds of the 
indicators are survey-based (higher than any of the league tables listed in this study), and the 
remaining data points all come from third-party sources. The CHE rankings do not make use of 
university-sourced data.
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The CHE ranking of German university departments differs from traditional league tables in two 
notable ways. First, as noted above, it does not weight or aggregate individual indicator scores. 
Each department’s data on each indicator are allowed to stand independently, and no attempt 
is made to rank departments on an ordinal scale. CHE does this because it believes that it is at 
best meaningless (and at worst actively misleading) to combine widely disparate indicators into a 
single overall hierarchy. 

This stance presents certain difficulties in presenting data in a 
printed format. Instead of a simple ordinal rank, all indicators 
must be shown for all institutions, which means that they are 
somewhat unwieldy and difficult to read. On the other hand, 
this stance has an enormous advantage when translated to the 
World Wide Web.9 

Because CHE does not weight the ratings, it is possible for users themselves to in effect create their 
own weightings and rankings by selecting a restricted number of indicators and asking the Web 
site’s database to provide comparative institutional information on that basis. In so doing, the 
CHE approach effectively cedes the power of defining “quality”—which, as we have seen, is one 
of the key roles arrogated by the authors of ranking schemes—to consumers of the ranking system 
(i.e., prospective university students and their parents or sponsors).

CHE’s second unique point is that, even within each indicator, no attempt is made to assign ordinal 
ranks. Each institution’s department in a given discipline is simply classified as being in the “top 
third,” “middle third,” and “bottom third” of all institutions with respect to that specific indicator. 
Schools within each of these three categories are considered qualitatively equal, on the grounds that 
for many indicators, ordinal rankings are spurious given the small difference in measurement.

Conclusions
Based on this survey of league tables, we can conclude a number of things. Perhaps most 
important, there are vast differences between university league tables in terms of what they 
measure, how they measure it, and how they implicitly define “quality.”

Some of these differences appear to be geographic or cultural in nature. There is notable clustering 
of certain types of indicators and certain types of data sources. It is unclear whether this reflects 
genuine differences in opinion about the definition of what constitutes “quality” in universities or 
cross-national differences in the collection and availability of data. The lack of common indicators 
across countries explains why the large international league tables (Shanghai Jiao Tong and THES) 
are so reliant on measures of publication outputs and on reputational surveys (respectively), as 
they are the only indicators that do not rely on governments or institutions to first collect and 
process the data.

At the same time, despite major inconsistencies in the methodologies used to rank universities, there 
is a surprising level of agreement between ranking systems as to which universities in a given country 
are “the best.” To the extent that different methodologies give differing opinions about the quality of 
an institution, the variance between observations grows as one moves down the ordinal rankings.

9Available at http://www.daad.de/deutschland/studium/hochschulranking/04690.en.html.
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Finally, although the definition of “quality” is contested, league tables by definition impose a 
“one-size-fits-all” approach to the matter; this is precisely why they are so controversial. As the 
CHE approach shows, however, league tables are not the only way to approach rankings. Indeed, 
the spread of the World Wide Web provides collectors of institutional data with an opportunity to 
democratize rankings and put the power of ranking in the hands of the consumer by following an 
“any-size-fits-all” approach.

As Merisotis (2002) has noted, university rankings are here to stay. As imperfect as they are, they 
satisfy a public demand for transparency and information that institutions and governments 
have not been able to meet on their own. Moreover, as higher education becomes more costly for 
individuals and families, the demand for comparative information on universities will increase. As 
a means of delivering that information, however, league tables are only in their infancy, and all of 
them can clearly benefit from greater analysis of the assumptions implicit in their own schemes. 
This is particularly the case with respect to international league tables, which have a restricted 
range of possible indicators due to the lack of available cross-national comparative data. To the 
extent that international ranking schemes are taking on a quality assurance role in the growing 
international student market, this suggests that the global higher education community needs to 
begin to look at how best to collect and report data on institutions so as to permit thoughtful and 
responsible inter-institutional comparisons.
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The Impact of Higher Education Rankings on  
Student Access, Choice, and Opportunity

By Marguerite Clarke10

Over the past two decades, rankings of higher education institutions and programs have 
emerged around the world. Produced by magazines, newspapers, research centers, and 
even governments, these rating systems play an increasingly important role as information 

tools for prospective students as well as marketing devices for institutions. The growing demand 
for rankings is fueled by several trends in higher education, including increasing participation rates, 
higher costs, and the view of students as consumers who expect value for money.

While there has been considerable research on the indicators and weights used to create these 
rankings (Clarke 2004; Dill & Soo 2005; Usher & Savino 2006; Van Dyke 2005), far less attention 
has been paid to their impact on students. This “consequential aspect” (Messick, 1994,  
p. 9) of the rankings phenomenon relates to both their intended and unintended effects on 
students, whether positive or negative.

As a step toward addressing this gap in the research literature, this chapter synthesizes some 
of the available evidence on rankings’ impact in three important areas: student access, choice, 
and opportunity. While the focus is on findings for the United States, the chapter also makes 
comparisons to findings for other countries. It concludes with thoughts on the likely effects of the 
newest addition to the rankings scene—so-called “world” rankings that compare institutions or 
programs across national boundaries—on global outcomes in these areas. 

Definitions and Brief Summary of Findings
The terms access, choice, and opportunity have multiple meanings, so it is work clarifying upfront 
how they will be used in this chapter. Access can be defined as “the process of enabling entry to 
higher education” (Harvey 2004). Given this definition, access can be examined in relation to 
the policies and procedures put in place by higher education institutions, or specific programs 
within those institutions, that directly impact entry for traditionally underrepresented student 
populations. This is particularly germane if one assumes that institutional behavior is affected 
by rankings, causing changes in institutional policies and procedures that impact educational 
opportunity. 

The individual student-level process of choosing a college or graduate school has three main stages 
(Hossler & Gallagher 1987). In the first stage, the student becomes predisposed toward attending 

10The author wishes to thank Kelvin Gregory and Jamil Salmi for their feedback on an earlier version of this chapter.
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higher education as he or she develops educational and occupational goals. In the second stage, 
the student searches for information on schools and decides where to apply. In the third stage, 
the student decides to enroll in a particular school. This chapter focuses on the second and third 
stages in the choice process since this is where the impact of rankings is most likely to occur. 

The long-term effects of access and choice after graduating—or, opportunity—can be seen in an 
individual’s employment success and earnings. College graduates tend to have far higher average 
lifetime earnings than those with only a high school diploma (OECD 2006). Benefits are even 
greater for those with a professional or doctoral degree. It is important to recognize that there 
are other benefits from higher education. However, this chapter assesses opportunity in terms 
of employment and earnings outcomes for higher education graduates and examines how these 
outcomes relate to the characteristics (including the rank) of the institution or program attended. 

The findings presented here are based on a review of 
evidence from around the world on the impact of rankings 
on student access, choice, and opportunity.11 The meaning 
(and meaningfulness) of the concepts of access, choice, 
and opportunity differ across countries. The extent to 
which rankings impact on each of these areas also differs 
depending upon the characteristics of a country’s higher 
education system (e.g., structure, entry requirements, 

tuition policies) and the nature of the rankings themselves (e.g., source, purpose, indicators). 
Nonetheless, when data from various countries were reviewed, four themes emerged. First, 
while many countries have higher education rankings, data regarding their impact on students 
are available for only a few (in general, commercially-produced rankings in Western countries). 
Second, much of the available evidence on impact is anecdotal in nature; there are relatively 
few empirical studies. Third, when the available data are placed in the context of the broader 
literature on access, choice, and opportunity, it is evident that rankings are only one of many 
factors that have been found to impact student outcomes in these areas. Fourth, rankings—at least 
commercially-produced ones in Western countries—serve primarily to reinforce the effects of 
broader market-based and competitive forces in higher education. The consequences for student 
access, choice, and opportunity vary, but tend to be particularly negative for low-income and 
minority students. At least some of these adverse outcomes are related to the student selectivity 
indicators used in the rankings, and highlight the need for rankings that reward schools for how 
well they have educated students as opposed to how selective they have been in recruiting them. 

Most of the evidence of rankings impact on student access, choice and opportunity comes from 
the United States. Because of this, much of this chapter focuses on U.S. findings. Where possible, 
however, it also draws comparisons to findings for other countries.

The U.S. Higher Education System
The American postsecondary education system comprises more than 5,000 colleges and 
universities, including public four-year colleges, private four-year nonprofit institutions, public 
two-year community colleges, and a variety of other types, such as private for-profit institutions 

11Two main types of data were collected: published research and media reporting. The search was limited to English-language 
sources and to work published within the last twenty years.
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that focus on vocational certificates. Over the years, various organizations have attempted to rank 
the institutions that make up this landscape (Salmi & Saroyan 2006), looking primarily at the 
four-year colleges that are selective in their admissions criteria. For example, the magazines Money, 
Business Week, and U.S. News & World Report have ranked subgroups of these schools according 
to their “value for money,” student and recruiter satisfaction, and overall academic quality, 
respectively. The indicators used to create these rankings tend to be a mix of input and output 
measures that purport to reflect different facets of institutional or program quality. For example, 
U.S. News uses a weighted combination of seven broad categories of indicators—institutional 
reputation, student retention, faculty resources, student selectivity, financial resources, graduation-
rate performance, and alumni-giving rate—to rank four-year colleges and universities according 
to their academic quality. Somewhat similar indicators are used for the magazine’s rankings of 
graduate schools of business, education, engineering, law, and medicine. For instance, in the 
case of business schools, a weighted mix of three categories of indicators—program reputation, 
graduate placement success, and student selectivity—is used.

Most rankings of U.S. higher education institutions and programs are produced by magazines 
and newspapers. These organizations market the rankings as tools that will aid students in 
choosing among schools. The assumption seems to be that by providing prospective students with 
information on the relative quality of available options, they will choose a school in a way that 
optimizes their access and opportunity outcomes.

What is the Impact of Rankings on Student Access to this System? 
The steady increase in U.S. higher education enrollment over the last five decades was facilitated 
by federal, state, and institutional policies and programs that aimed to remove economic, 
academic, and other barriers to access for particular student populations. Despite these efforts, the 
U.S. higher education system remains stratified by income and race/ethnicity, with low-income 
and minority (African-American and Hispanic) students concentrated in lower-price and less-
selective institutions (Astin 2004). This stratification has been exacerbated in recent years by a 
relative decline in state expenditures for higher education, increased tuition costs for individual 
students, and the demise of race-based affirmative action in several states. 

Rankings contribute to this increasing stratification of the U.S. higher education system by 
creating incentives for schools to recruit students who will be ‘assets’ in terms of maintaining or 
enhancing their position in the rankings. These incentives seem directly related to the student-
selectivity indicators used in U.S. News and other rankings, including test scores for entering 
students, the proportion of entering students who graduated in the top ten percent of their high 
school class, and the percentage of applicants accepted.12 In order to improve their performance 
on these indicators, schools engage in various strategic activities, including implementing 
early-decision programs, offering larger amounts of merit aid, and investing heavily in student 
consumption benefits.

Early-decision programs allow students to apply early to, and receive an early admissions decision 
from, their first-choice school. Machung (1998) notes that the U.S. News rankings have led to a 
growth in these programs because they allow schools to compete more effectively for academically 

12These incentives are also related—albeit indirectly—to the student retention and graduation indicators used in the rankings, 
since low-income and minority students tend to ‘perform’ less well in these areas than other students.
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high-achieving students. These programs have a negative impact on college access for low-income 
students, however, because if a student is admitted, they must withdraw their applications from all 
other schools. This means that they do not get a chance to compare the full range of financial aid 
offers they might have received had they opted to participate in the regular admissions process.13 
A related practice that schools use to improve their standing in the rankings is encouraging 
applications from students they don’t plan to admit. This allows a school to reduce its acceptance 
rate, which is one of the indicators used in the U.S. News college (and graduate school) rankings 
(Dill & Soo 2005; Machung 1998). 

Regarding merit aid, a recent report notes that U.S. colleges and universities are using enrollment 
management practices such as tuition discounting and financial aid leveraging to woo students 
with top test scores and grades (regardless of need) at the expense of needier students (Haycock, 
2006). These practices, which include awarding scholarships and other non-need-based aid to 
reduce the cost of attendance, allow schools to ‘purchase’ talent that will make them look better in 
the U.S. News and other rankings. These practices effectively shut out low-income and minority 
students who are less likely to attend academically competitive high schools or earn top scores on 
standardized admissions tests. Vincent (2005) points out that while this trend began at private 
institutions, it is also evident at public universities; in fact, the percentage of financial aid that is 
merit based is actually higher at public universities (see also Baum & Lapovsky 2006). This is quite 
troubling considering that the traditional mission of public universities in the United States has 
been to expand access to higher education for underrepresented student groups.

In relation to student consumption benefits, a national study of U.S. colleges and universities 
(Brewer et al. 2002) found that many institutions were making extensive investments in 
dormitories, fiber optic computer networks, sporting and recreational facilities, and other 
infrastructure as a way to attract high-achieving students. The researchers suggest that this pursuit 
of prestige through image-enhancing facelifts (which do not necessarily improve the quality of the 
education that students receive) is reinforced by commercial rankings that use student inputs as 
a primary measure. One consequence of this investment is a reduction in the resources available 
for other activities, including those designed to recruit and retain students from traditionally 
underrepresented groups.

Similar strategies have been reported at the graduate level. For example, some business schools 
have been able to boost their position in the U.S. News and Business Week rankings by using 
financial aid to attract students with high test scores, and by creating two-tier MBA programs 
(students with low test scores are placed into part-time programs and those with high scores into 
the full-time program that ‘counts’ for the rankings) (Mufson 1999). Law schools also have used 
such tactics to boost their rankings (Sauder & Espeland 2006).

Given the detrimental effects of these activities on disadvantaged students, it seems clear that they 
contribute to the increasing stratification of the U.S. higher education system. Nonetheless, some 
observers argue that the U.S. News and other rankings have actually increased student access to an 

13In September 2006, Harvard, Princeton, and the University of Virginia announced that they would end their early-admission 
programs (Farrell 2006). Harvard uses a version of early admission known as ‘early action’ (the offer of admission is non-binding 
on the student), while Princeton and the University of Virginia employ the early-decision model described above. Although early 
action is less restrictive than early decision, low-income students are still less likely to use it than wealthier students. Many doubt 
that these universities’ actions will start a trend since they compete in a different league compared to most other schools and 
will likely attract the highest-achieving students no matter what their approach to admissions.
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elite education. For example, Samuelson (2004) points out that 
because traditional top-tier schools lack space for all of the good 
students who apply, the institutions that enroll the overflow of 
high-quality applicants gain prestige. This raises the latter group 
of schools in the rankings. As Samuelson explains: “Schools that 
rise in the rankings acquire more prestige than falling schools 
lose. The result is more ‘elite’ schools—old elite plus new.” What 
the author fails to consider, however, is that this dynamic does not 
necessarily result in greater access to elite schools for low-income 
and minority students.

Many countries with diversified higher education systems are similarly characterized by high 
enrollment rates combined with considerable stratification by income and minority/immigrant 
status. As in the United States, rankings that include student-selectivity indicators can contribute 
to this stratification by creating an additional incentive for schools to recruit the ‘ablest’ students. 
For example, The Sunday Times rankings of universities in the United Kingdom are compiled 
using a formula that rewards an institution’s ability to attract high-achieving (in terms of their 
performance on national examinations) applicants above all else. Since university officials believe 
that applicants rely heavily upon these and other rankings to assess university quality, they focus 
on attracting more of these high-achieving students in order to enhance their position in future 
rankings (Rolfe 2003; Montgomery & Canaan 2004). 

What is the Impact of Rankings on Student Choice in this System?
The institutions that comprise the U.S. higher education system together enroll approximately 18 
million students. Research suggests that some mix of the following factors likely influenced these 
students’ application and enrolment decisions: perceived academic quality and reputation of the 
institution in general and academic program in particular, entry requirements, location, tuition 
costs, financial aid availability, infrastructure, employment prospects for graduates, social life, 
advice of significant persons (e.g., family, friends, school personnel), and commercially-produced 
materials such as guidebooks and ranking publications (Hossler & Gallagher 1987; Kallio 1995; 
Lipman Hearne 2006; Perna 2006). 

Research on the specific impact of rankings on these choice decisions has focused on two main 
areas: the types of students most likely to use rankings, and the effect that changes in a school’s 
rank has on overall applications to, and enrollment in, that school. In relation to the first area, the 
evidence suggests that rankings do not play an important role in most students’ application and 
enrollment decisions. For example, McDonough et al. (1998) report that only 11 percent of the 
221,897 undergraduate students who responded to their survey saw commercial rankings as a very 
important factor in their choice of school; 60 percent found them not at all important (Lipman 
Hearne 2006). Students who found rankings to be a very important factor in their choice of school 
were more likely to be high-achieving, from high-income families, and from families with college-
educated parents. They also were more likely to be Asian-American (or non-U.S. citizens), and 
to have intentions of getting doctoral, medical, or law degrees. Low-income and first-generation 
(i.e., children of parents with no higher education experience) college students were least likely 
to view the rankings as important. These findings are not surprising given that students of low 
socioeconomic status tend to enroll in community colleges and other non-selective institutions, 
which are generally not ranked in U.S. News or other systems. 
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In terms of the effect that changes in a school’s rank has on overall application and enrolment 
decisions, Monks and Ehrenberg (1999) found that a less favorable U.S. News rank resulted 
in a declining applicant pool (at least for the selective, private, four-year institutions that they 
examined). In addition, a smaller percentage of admitted applicants matriculated, and the 
resulting entering class was of lower quality as measured by its average test scores (Meredith 2004). 
Similar findings have been reported for the U.S. News rankings of graduate schools of law (Sauder 
& Lancaster 2006; Wellen 2005) and business (Reese 1998). These outcomes are no doubt related 
to the type of students who find the rankings most useful—i.e., high-achieving students who 
wish to maximize the conversion capacity of their degree for further educational or occupational 
attainment (McDonough et al. 1996) and who use a school’s rank as a guide to that capacity.

The research on student choice in other countries identifies a similar set of factors as influencing 
student choice decisions (Veloutsou et al. 2004). Research on the specific impact of rankings on 
these decisions is generally in line with the U.S. findings. For example, research from the United 
Kingdom (Carrico et al. 1997) and Germany (Federkeil 2002) confirms McDonough et al.’s (1998) 
finding that rankings are most often used by high-income and/or achievement-oriented students 
(Leach & Zepke 2006). Federkeil (2002) reports—similar to Monks and Ehrenberg (1999)—that 
a good result for a university in the Centre for Higher Education Development’s rankings of 
German universities leads to an increase in applications to that university in the following year. 
However, Eccles (2002) concludes that there is no evidence to suggest that students react to 
changes in the position of an institution in the U.K. rankings. 

What is the Impact of Rankings on Student Opportunity After Graduating  
from this System?
Every year, U.S. higher education institutions award more than a million bachelor’s degrees, over 
half a million master’s degrees, and a substantial number of doctorate and professional degrees. 
As mentioned earlier, bachelor’s degree holders tend to have higher incomes and better jobs than 
those with only a high-school diploma. Master’s, doctoral, and professional degree recipients 
do even better. What is of interest here is the fact that within each of these degree categories, 
employment and earnings outcomes vary considerably. Much of the variation has been traced 
to two factors: the demand for particular specializations, and the perceived status (also referred 
to as selectivity, reputation, or prestige) of the degree-granting institution (Thomas 2000). The 
strength of the relationship between each of these factors and employment and earnings outcomes 
is moderated by the state of the economy (Wu 2003).

Institutional status is of particular relevance to this discussion because it relates strongly to 
rankings. Ishida et al. (1997) found that the perceived status of the institution from which an 
individual received his or her undergraduate degree affected career advancement mainly at 
the beginning of that person’s career; it did not seem to affect later career prospects. Among 
professional degrees, D’Aveni (1996) found that U.S. business schools were at a disadvantage in 
placing graduates if they lacked status in the national business community. At the doctoral level, 
studies have found a consistent positive correlation between the status of the departments where 
individuals received their Ph.D. degrees and the status of the departments where they obtained 
jobs, particularly their first jobs (Baldi 1995). This correlation holds for both the hard and social 
sciences and is independent of an individual’s previous research performance. 
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What about the effects of status on earnings? In their review of the research, U.S. researchers 
Pascarella and Terenzini (2005) conclude that the impact of institutional selectivity on lifetime 
earnings is nonlinear. Only the most selective institutions may have an impact on earnings (Hoxby 
1998). These authors also point out that the relationship depends upon a student’s major field of 
study, which tends not to be controlled for in relevant studies. In addition, when studies control 
for the types of students who apply to more selective U.S. institutions, the earnings advantage of 
selective schools disappears. An important exception to the latter finding is children from low-
income families, who were found to earn more if they attended selective colleges (Dale & Krueger 
2002). 

It is difficult to disentangle the specific impact of rankings on outcomes in these areas. One 
reason for this is that the terms status, rank, selectivity, reputation, and prestige are often used 
interchangeably in the research on this topic and authors do not always clarify whether they are using 
‘rank’ to refer to general notions of status or to a school’s position in a specific rankings publication. 

The small amount of research that directly examines the effects of commercial rankings on 
employment and earnings outcomes suggests that these publications do have an impact, at 
least for business school graduates. For example, Reese (1998) notes that since business school 
graduates do not get a license, their school’s position in the U.S. News and other rankings acts as a 
signal to employers; the higher the rank, the easier it is for a graduate of that school to gain access 
to certain companies, and to specific positions within those companies. In line with this theory, 
a recent study found that companies pay higher salaries to graduates of top-ranked American 
business schools even when they know that lower-ranked schools offer a better education 
(Rindova et al. 2005).

Students are aware that the rank of their school may affect their 
employment possibilities. Not surprisingly, students at less 
prestigious business schools have tried to increase the standing 
of their program in satisfaction-based rankings by sending back 
surprisingly upbeat surveys. There also are rumors of school officials 
coaching students on how to fill out these forms (Reese 1998). 

Similar relationships between institutional status and employment/earnings outcomes have 
been found in other countries (Rolfe & Anderson 2003). The research is unclear as to the specific 
impact of rankings in these areas. In addition to the aforementioned confounding of terms, this 
lack of clarity is due to the fact that rankings tend to reflect traditional status hierarchies, which, 
in turn, are closely related to graduates’ success on the job market. For example, in the U.K., The 
Times Good University Guide includes employment outcomes as one of its ranking indicators. 
These data show that graduates of the highest-ranked universities (Oxford, Cambridge, London 
School of Economics) have the best employment outcomes. However, since the highest ranked 
institutions also tend to be traditionally high-status schools, it is unclear which factor—if either—
may be influencing employers.

In instances where rankings do not reflect traditional status hierarchies, it seems that traditional 
perceptions may hold sway. For example, in Nigeria, federal universities have long been viewed 
by employers as having higher standing than state universities. Recently, some Nigerian banks, 
ahead of their merger plans, began disengaging employees who were graduates of state universities 
(apparently as an image-enhancing exercise). This was done despite the fact that state universities 
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performed well against federal schools in a 2004 ranking of universities by the Nigerian 
Universities Commission (Olatunji 2005).

Institutional rankings also appear to have little or no sway on employers who hire graduates in 
very specialized and/or newly established program areas that are in high demand. For example, the 
aforementioned Times Good University Guide rankings reveal that while graduates of traditionally 
high-status institutions tend to do best overall in terms of employment prospects, graduates of 
some of the newer universities also perform well if they have specialized in an area highly regarded 
for particular professions.

Conclusion
Most critiques of rankings focus on the validity of the indicators and weights used (Clarke 2004). 
This chapter focused on a different aspect of the validity argument (Messick 1994)—rankings’ 
consequences for students. The findings suggest that rankings—at least commercial ones in 
Western countries—impact student access, choice, and opportunity in ways that create unequal 

outcomes for different groups of students.14 In particular, the 
rankings tend to most advantage high-income and high-achieving 
students and to most disadvantage minority students and those 
from low-income homes. At least some of these differential 
outcomes are related to the student selectivity indicators used 
in the U.S. News and other rankings, and highlight the need for 
rankings that reward schools for their relative success in educating 
students as opposed to their relative ability in recruiting already 
high-achieving ones.15 

The last few years have seen a new addition to the rankings scene: so-called ‘world’ rankings 
that purport to be lists of the top universities or programs in the world. These rankings reflect 
the fact that education increasingly operates in a global environment, and also provide this 
global market with its “performance measure” (Maslen 2005). The best-known examples are 
the Times Higher Education Supplement (THES) World University Rankings, and the Academic 
Ranking of World Universities produced by the Institute of Higher Education at Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University (SJT). There also are rankings of the top programs in a specific area, of which 
the Financial Times ranking of the top MBA programs in the world is probably the best known. 
The THES rankings are primarily based on peer opinion/reputation, while the SJT rankings 
have a strong emphasis on research performance, and the Financial Times rankings rely heavily 
on indicators of postgraduate career success (e.g., employment, earnings, and promotions). 

Evidence is just starting to emerge as to the impact of these rankings on student access, choice, 
and opportunity. Taken together, the data suggest that the outcomes may be somewhat similar to 
those seen for commercial rankings in the U.S and other Western countries. 

Regarding access, the potential impacts appear mixed. For example, these global rankings seem 
to be opening up new possibilities for students, alerting them to countries where they can obtain 

14Since most of the available data focus on commercially produced rankings in Western countries, it would be useful to collect 
data on the impact of other types of rankings—e.g., those used by governments as quality assurance or funding mechanisms 
(Bunnag 2006; Salmi & Saroyan 2006). 
15See the Berlin Principles on Ranking of Higher Education Institutions in the appendix to this monograph. 

The rankings tend to most 
advantage high-income and 
high-achieving students and 
to most disadvantage minority 
students and those from low-
income homes.
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a high-quality education for a reasonable price (Davie 2006). The lists also are being used by 
some governments as a ‘value for money’ indicator. For example, the Mongolian government is 
considering making available funding for study abroad only to those students who are admitted 
to a university that appears in one of the world rankings (Mongolian Ministry of Education, 
Culture, and Science official, personal communication, December 
10, 2005). At the same time, universities aspiring to higher positions 
in these rankings are starting to compete more aggressively in the 
international marketplace for the highest-performing students at 
the expense of domestic undergraduates (Braude & Sharma 2005). 
Institutions already doing well in the rankings have, on occasion, 
used their position to justify charging high tuition (Merola 2006), 
while those doing poorly (e.g., Irish universities) have used their 
lackluster performance to call for the introduction of student fees 
(McConnell 2005). These rankings also appear to be putting pressure 
on some national systems to free at least one university to pursue 
a meritocratic approach to education (without regard to quotas 
or affirmative action) so that the country will have representation among the world’s leading 
universities (“Comparisons Matter” 2005). These types of institutions may focus on research and 
graduate student education, admit students only based on merit, and use their rank to justify the 
increasing costs of the education they deliver.

Regarding choice, the rankings have been linked to changes in national and cross-national 
application patterns as achievement-oriented students seek the globally top-ranked program in 
their area (Davie 2006). Such applicant shifts—which are similar to those seen in response to the 
U.S. News rankings—have the potential to affect a country’s share of the international market for 
foreign students (Maslen 2005). 

In terms of opportunities after graduation, some observers note that in a global economy that 
draws on an increasingly international labor market, employability will come to depend more 
on the global status or rank of the university conferring the degree.16 One example of this is a 
British Treasury decision to waive regular visa requirements for graduates of the top 50 MBA 
programs in the world (based primarily on rankings by the Financial Times), so that they can 
more easily work in Britain (Cohen 2005). It is worth noting that this example pertains to business 
school graduates, the same segment of the U.S. higher education population whose employment 
prospects seemed most affected by the standing of their school in the U.S. News and other 
national rankings.

Messick (1989) notes that “To appraise how well [a measuring instrument] does its job, we must 
inquire whether the potential and actual social consequences of…interpretation and use are not 
only supportive of the intended…purposes, but at the same time are consistent with other social 
values” (p. 8, emphasis added). The above findings—both for national and world rankings—
suggest that the impact of rankings on students is more consistent with some social values (e.g., 
meritocracy, competition) than with others (e.g., access, equity). Whether these outcomes are 
deemed appropriate depends, in large part, on the value system that comes to characterize the 
global higher education environment.

16Montgomery & Canaan (2004) also point out that a growing linkage seems to be developing between each institution’s 
location within this hierarchy of institutions and the kinds of jobs for which they are preparing students.
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Next Steps

The three papers included in this monograph reinforce the notion that rankings are 
coming to be recognized globally as a major force in higher education. Among the most 
important impact of ranking systems is how they affect what can be characterized as a 

three-dimensional accountability marketplace for higher education. The first part is the system 
of peer-based institutional accreditation, which is now grappling with many issues, including the 
global phenomenon of education and ensuring quality across borders. The second is the strategy 
of governmental oversight of higher education institutions, either through direct accreditation or 
through regulatory control of institutional processes and transactions. Rankings by magazines, 
newspapers, and other organizations—while often not happily welcomed by colleges and 
universities—have clearly emerged as the final major dimension of this accountability marketplace. 
As each of the authors has made clear, whether or not colleges and universities agree with the 
various ranking systems is largely irrelevant. Ranking systems are popular and clearly here to stay. 

A critical question that has emerged from this work and from the Berlin Principles discussion 
is how dialogue, research, and dissemination about ranking systems will be maintained at the 
global level, and how different ranking systems will be assessed in terms of their coherence with 
the Berlin Principles. With that in mind, it will be important to consider ways in which this global 
work on ranking can continue and expand. This enhanced agenda should include:

■ Conducting, commissioning, and encouraging research that assesses ranking systems and 
contributes to the development of new knowledge about how rankings impact quality 
improvement in higher education;

■ Convening ranking organizations and analysts to review the development of new 
ranking systems, and consider modification or amendment with regard to the scope and 
methodologies of ranking that is consistent with the Berlin Principles; 

■ Facilitating and mediating dialogue among higher education institutions, ranking 
organizations, and analysts; and

■ Assessing the coherence of various rankings with the standards of good practice outlined in 
the Berlin Principles. 

This represents an enormous set of challenges that, nevertheless, must be addressed if we are to 
achieve the goals of a system of continuous improvement and refinement of these increasingly 
essential market-based accountability mechanisms in higher education.

Moving the international rankings research, convenings, and standards agendas forward has 
direct implications for rankings and accountability discussions in the United States. Within 
American higher education, the three dimensions of accountability discussed above are often 
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convergent concerns for policymakers, institutional administrators and practitioners, researchers, 
and consumers of higher education. Having better information about how other countries and 
international organizations are addressing rankings and their intersections with institutional 
accreditation and governmental oversight can provide important new avenues for addressing the 
growing national concern about how we define student success, how we make student learning 
outcomes transparent, and how institutions are held accountable for what they do. 

In addition, constantly evolving American rankings will continue to provide important 
information for the international dialogue. As aptly highlighted here by Sanoff, U.S. ranking 
systems are regularly influenced by broader discussions of accountability, student success 
measurements, and data transparency and availability. National developments such as proposed 
alternative models for institutional rankings and comparisons, the emergence of new data sources 
like the National Survey of Student Engagement and the call for more robust data collection by 
federal agencies, and potential changes to national accountability and accreditation requirements 
may inform practice in other countries grappling with similar concerns. 

Therefore, U.S. engagement in the international work must be twofold. First, American 
researchers, rankings providers, and higher education practitioners and policymakers must 
model the continuous improvement of rankings systems called for at the international level. To 
accomplish that goal, practitioners can continue to generate research and dialogue about U.S. 
rankings systems in an effort to refine current rankings, debate alternatives, and discuss new ways 
of defining and documenting student and institutional success. Second, we must also continue 
and broaden our participation in international rankings dialogues, sharing lessons from our 
national work with international counterparts and leveraging the rankings experience of other 
countries to inform rankings in our own country. 

The proposed international agenda laid out in this report would provide new opportunities 
for individual countries like the United States to contribute to and learn from rankings systems 
worldwide. While important for countries with well-established rankings systems, such access 
would particularly benefit countries just beginning rankings work and those with fewer resources 
to engage in this work on their own. The agenda can also situate and extend important ongoing 
dialogues about issues such as access and success of less-advantaged students, the relationship 
between the world-class university movement and rankings, and the role developed nations play 
in supporting rankings development in less developed nations. 

International rankings work provides exciting opportunities for cross-national collaboration, 
shared learning, innovative approaches to rankings, and common assessments of current 
and emerging ranking systems. This proposed international agenda provides the means for 
making this work more robust, accessible, and transparent and for enhancing the multinational 
collaborations and dialogues begun in recent years. 
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Appendix 

The Berlin Principles on Ranking of  
Higher Education Institutions

Rankings and league tables of higher education institutions and programs are a global 
phenomenon. They serve many purposes: they respond to demands from consumers 
for easily interpretable information on the standing of higher education institutions; 

they stimulate competition among them; they provide some of the rationale for allocation of 
funds; and they help differentiate among different types of institutions and different programs 
and disciplines. In addition, when correctly understood and interpreted, they contribute 
to the definition of “quality” of higher education institutions within a particular country, 
complementing the rigorous work conducted in the context of quality assessment and review 
performed by public and independent accrediting agencies. This is why rankings of higher 
education institutions have become part of the framework of national accountability and quality 
assurance processes, and why more nations are likely to see the development of rankings in the 
future. Given this trend, it is important that those producing rankings and league tables hold 
themselves accountable for quality in their own data collection, methodology, and dissemination.

In view of the above, IREG was founded in 2004 by the UNESCO European Centre for Higher 
Education (UNESCO-CEPES) in Bucharest and IHEP. It is upon this initiative that IREG’s second 
meeting (Berlin, 18 to 20 May, 2006) has been convened to consider a set of principles of quality 
and good practice in higher education rankings—the Berlin Principles on Ranking of Higher 
Education Institutions. 

It is expected that this initiative has set a framework for the elaboration and dissemination of 
rankings—whether they are national, regional, or global in scope—that ultimately will lead to a 
system of continuous improvement and refinement of the methodologies used to conduct these 
rankings. Given the heterogeneity of methodologies of rankings, these principles for good ranking 
practice will be useful for the improvement and evaluation of rankings.

Rankings and league tables should:

A) Purposes and Goals of Rankings

 1.  Be one of a number of diverse approaches to the assessment of higher education inputs, 
processes, and outputs. Rankings can provide comparative information and improved 
understanding of higher education, but should not be the main method for assessing 
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what higher education is and does. Rankings provide a market-based perspective that can 
complement the work of government, accrediting authorities, and independent review 
agencies. 

 2.  Be clear about their purpose and their target groups. Rankings have to be designed with due 
regard to their purpose. Indicators designed to meet a particular objective or to inform 
one target group may not be adequate for different purposes or target groups. 

 3.  Recognize the diversity of institutions and take the different missions and goals of institutions 
into account. Quality measures for research-oriented institutions, for example, are quite 
different from those that are appropriate for institutions that provide broad access to 
underserved communities. Institutions that are being ranked and the experts that inform 
the ranking process should be consulted often.

 4.  Provide clarity about the range of information sources for rankings and the messages each 
source generates. The relevance of ranking results depends on the audiences receiving the 
information and the sources of that information (such as databases, students, professors, 
employers). Good practice would be to combine the different perspectives provided by 
those sources in order to get a more complete view of each higher education institution 
included in the ranking.

 5.  Specify the linguistic, cultural, economic, and historical contexts of the educational systems 
being ranked. International rankings in particular should be aware of possible biases and 
be precise about their objective. Not all nations or systems share the same values and 
beliefs about what constitutes “quality” in tertiary institutions, and ranking systems should 
not be devised to force such comparisons.

B) Design and Weighting of Indicators

 6.  Be transparent regarding the methodology used for creating the rankings. The choice of 
methods used to prepare rankings should be clear and unambiguous. This transparency 
should include the calculation of indicators as well as the origin of data.

 7.  Choose indicators according to their relevance and validity. The choice of data should be 
grounded in recognition of the ability of each measure to represent quality and academic 
and institutional strengths, and not availability of data. Be clear about why measures were 
included and what they are meant to represent.

 8.  Measure outcomes in preference to inputs whenever possible. Data on inputs are relevant 
as they reflect the general condition of a given establishment and are more frequently 
available. Measures of outcomes provide a more accurate assessment of the standing and/or 
quality of a given institution or program, and compilers of rankings should ensure that an 
appropriate balance is achieved.

 9.  Make the weights assigned to different indicators (if used) prominent and limit changes 
to them. Changes in weights make it difficult for consumers to discern whether an 
institution’s or program’s status changed in the rankings due to an inherent difference or 
due to a methodological change. 
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C) Collection and Processing of Data 

 10.  Pay due attention to ethical standards and the good practice recommendations articulated 
in these Principles. In order to assure the credibility of each ranking, those responsible 
for collecting and using data and undertaking onsite visits should be as objective and 
impartial as possible.

 11.  Use audited and verifiable data whenever possible. Such data have several advantages, 
including the fact that they have been accepted by institutions and that they are 
comparable and compatible across institutions. 

 12.  Include data that are collected with proper procedures for scientific data collection. Data 
collected from an unrepresentative or skewed subset of students, faculty, or other parties 
may not accurately represent an institution or program and should be excluded. 

 13.  Apply measures of quality assurance to ranking processes themselves. These processes 
should take note of the expertise that is being applied to evaluate institutions and use 
this knowledge to evaluate the ranking itself. Rankings should be learning systems 
continuously utilizing this expertise to develop methodology.

 14.  Apply organizational measures that enhance the credibility of rankings. These measures 
could include advisory or even supervisory bodies, preferably with some international 
participation.

D) Presentation of Ranking Results

 15.  Provide consumers with a clear understanding of all of the factors used to develop a ranking, 
and offer them a choice in how rankings are displayed. This way, the users of rankings 
would have a better understanding of the indicators that are used to rank institutions or 
programs. In addition, they should have some opportunity to make their own decisions 
about how these indicators should be weighted.

 16.  Be compiled in a way that eliminates or reduces errors in original data, and be organized 
and published in a way that errors and faults can be corrected. Institutions and the public 
should be informed about errors that have occurred.
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